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Abstract 
 
Wildfires represent a significant threat to populations in close proximity to wildland areas, often 
referred to as the wildland-urban interface (WUI). To investigate evacuation in response to wildfire 
emergencies, a freely available modelling platform has been developed, called WUI-NITY. The 
platform is built on the Unity3D game engine and allows for the representation and visualization 
of wildfire spread, pedestrian response, and traffic movement during wildfire evacuation scenarios. 
Since three different modelling layers are implemented in WUI-NITY (fire, pedestrian and traffic), 
efforts have been made to improve the links between models. In particular, an improved trigger 
buffer model called k-PERIL has been integrated within WUI-NITY to allow for the identification 
of trigger buffers around a community that, once crossed by fire, indicate the need to begin 
evacuation of that community based on wildfire- and population-based inputs. 
 
The successful use of any modelling platform requires effort to obtain reliable results. This is 
generally performed through the process of verification and validation (V&V). V&V is a 
continuous process by model developers to check the reliability of results and model applicability 
after model developments are made. Before this project, no standardized methodology exists for 
the V&V of wildfire evacuation models. This report addresses this gap by presenting the first V&V 
protocol for wildfire evacuation models. Development has focussed on identifying the key model 
variables and functionalities to be tested and includes a list of key verification tests, with particular 
emphasis on testing the integration between different modelling layers. In addition, a validation 
data-set has been presented to evaluate one of the key variables affecting wildfire evacuation, 
namely the relationships between vehicle speed, traffic flow and density.  
 
This work has been presented in a dedicated workshop in September 2021 with a set of 
stakeholders involved in the wildfire and evacuation domain. The workshop allowed the 
researchers to obtain feedback and guidance towards obtaining a modelling platform that aids 
decision making during emergency management and evacuation planning for wildfire scenarios. 
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Nomenclature 
 
Units 
 h hours 
 km kilometres 
 lane number of lanes 
 m metre 
 mi miles 
 veh number of vehicles 
 
Quantities 
 𝑑𝑑 density (veh/km/lane or veh/mi/lane) 
 𝑘𝑘 occupancy (-) 
 𝑙𝑙 ̅ average vehicle length (m) 
 𝑞𝑞 flow (veh/h/lane) 
 �̅�𝑣 average speed (km/h or mi/h) 
 
Subscripts 
 ⛶𝑐𝑐 quantity ⛶ at peak capacity 
 ⛶𝑓𝑓 quantity ⛶ in entirely sparce traffic, free flow situation 
 ⛶𝑖𝑖 quantity ⛶ during sample interval i 
 ⛶𝑗𝑗 quantity ⛶ in entirely jammed traffic, total congestion 
 
Abbreviations 

E Measurements during the evacuation measurements campaign 
HCM Highway Capacity Manual 
ISO International Standards Organization 

 L location of the set of detectors (one set consist of one detector per lane) 
 N Set of detectors on the northbound direction of the highway 
 NIST National Institute of Standards and Technology  
 PeMS Caltrans Performance Measurement System 
 R1 Measurements during the first routine measurement campaign  
 R2 Measurements during the second routine measurements campaign 
 S Set of detectors on the southbound direction of the highway 
 V&V Verification and Validation 
 WUI Wildland-Urban Interface 
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1. Introduction 

Fires in the wildland-urban interface (WUI) are associated with severe negative consequences, 
such as large community evacuations, property losses, disruption to social processes, short- and 
long-term damage to infrastructure, injuries, and evacuee and responder fatalities (Kuligowski, 
2020; Manzello et al., 2017; Mell et al., 2010). Wildland fires represent an important safety 
issue in many regions of the world, for example in Australia, Europe, and North America 
(Ganteaume et al., 2021; Haynes et al., 2019; Short et al., 2020). The future expansion and 
increased complexity of the WUI pose severe challenges to community safety from an 
evacuation perspective (Hammer et al., 2009) and has inspired significant amount of research 
in recent years (Bento-Gonçalves & Vieira, 2020). It appears certain that, WUI fire incidents 
are likely to become more severe and affect more people – many of whom may not have had 
previous experience with such incidents. 
 
Many factors associated with the social and physical environment influence the capacity of 
community members to reach a place of safety in response to a WUI fire incident (for recent 
overviews see (Hysa, 2021)). While it is important to understand the fire scenarios to which the 
community will likely be exposed, understanding the development of the fire alone is not a 
sufficient predictor of its impact on nearby populated areas (Cutter et al., 2003); i.e. different 
communities might not be equivalently vulnerable to the same incident. Other important factors 
include developmental densities, the layout and capacity of the road network, the surrounding 
geographical terrain, and the community’s demographics, social systems and capacity to cope 
with a fire incident (Cova, 2005). In addition, the interplay between event time-lines related to 
the fire and evacuation process may be complex and requires a better understanding of the 
various interactions between the elements present and the underlying dynamics produced (see 
Figure 1). Given their scale and complexity, it is contended that WUI fire incidents require a 
multi-domain approach to assess their impact on a community and the effectiveness of 
subsequent mitigation efforts. Given this complexity it is not possible to directly deduce 
outcomes of the interactions between the factors present that might occur at various levels of 
refinement and along the incident timeline. 

 
Figure 1: Timeline of events represented in the WUI-NITY2 platform. WASET refers to the Available 
Safe Egress Time in the wildland urban interface area and WRSET refers to the Required Safe Egress 

Time in the wildland urban interface area. 
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One way to assess the impact of wildfire on a community, and in turn, plan for ways to reduce 
negative consequences is via simulation models (Ronchi & Gwynne, 2019). Simulation models 
are increasingly used to inform the development of evacuation plans for WUI communities. 
However, many limitations exist among current models (Kuligowski, 2020). Perhaps most 
importantly is their inability to concurrently represent evolving conditions of the three core 
components of a wildfire event:  

(i) fire development and spread;  
(ii) household and pedestrian evacuation decision-making, and movement to transport 

systems; and  
(iii) transport/traffic movement to safety.  

And the potential to represent the interaction between them. 
 
While current and projected conditions across these core components are represented in a 
number of ways in currently available models, they are most invariably represented in isolation 
(Ronchi & Gwynne, 2019) and only a few represent more than one component (Beloglazov et 
al., 2016; Cova et al., 2005; Dennison et al., 2007; Li et al., 2019).  
 
A specification for a platform architecture integrating the three core modelling components was 
developed by the authors of this report during a recent award-winning1 NIST-funded e-
Sanctuary research project (Intini et al., 2019; Ronchi et al., 2017). During the second year of 
NIST funding and based on Year 1 architecture, the authors developed a macroscopic modelling 
platform called WUI-NITY. The platform can represent evolving incident conditions based on 
the time‐based developments of the core components (e.g., the fire and the residential response 
- both pedestrian and traffic) and produce evacuation outcomes (Ronchi et al., 2020; Wahlqvist 
et al., 2021).  
 
WUI-NITY can also simulate time-based vulnerability mapping of affected populations 
reflecting their capacity (or otherwise) to cope with the conditions faced, based on the 
interaction of the core components (Gwynne et al., 2019), see Figure 2, and the conditions (and 
associated exposures) produced.  
 

 
Figure 2: Screenshots from the WUI-NITY interface showing a previous application of WUI-NITY for 

a hypothetical community evacuation in Colorado. The colour-coding shows an example of 
visualisation of the density of traffic on the road network as residents leave the community while the 

incident evolves over time. Note: Red indicates highest densities; blue lowest densities. 
 

 
1https://community.nfpa.org/community/nfpa-today/blog/2018/06/11/research-foundation-medal-awarded-for-
wildfire-urban-evacuation-modeling-project 

https://community.nfpa.org/community/nfpa-today/blog/2018/06/11/research-foundation-medal-awarded-for-wildfire-urban-evacuation-modeling-project
https://community.nfpa.org/community/nfpa-today/blog/2018/06/11/research-foundation-medal-awarded-for-wildfire-urban-evacuation-modeling-project
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WUI-NITY is able to integrate fire and behavioural components to allow authorities to establish 
community evacuation performance ahead of time (before responses are implemented) as well 
as during an incident. Recently, other integrated simulation efforts have been released (Penney 
et al., 2020; Veeraswamy et al., 2020). 
 
The WUI-NITY platform can predict how an evacuation develops based on current and possible 
future fire conditions, given different affected populations, evacuation decisions and the access 
/ availability of different resources (e.g., road access, traffic congestion, etc.).  
 
Evacuation performance outcomes, like the ones produced by WUI-NITY, are crucial to 
develop both (i) pre-event community and evacuation plans, training programs and educational 
outreach materials and (ii) response-based evacuation and warning decisions that are safe and 
cost-effective. This achievement represents a significant change for practitioners and 
responders who would then be able to see evolving future conditions and their implications - 
enhancing their situational awareness. The model is intended to quantify performance across 
different time periods of the incident timeline and also to provide output for different end users 
– be they designers, safety managers, researchers, responders and advocates for public groups. 
 
While the WUI-NITY platform represents a large step forward in wildfire safety, the platform’s 
initial development was only the first step of many. Additional efforts were required to verify 
and validate outputs from the model, as well as obtain user feedback on the platform’s 
functionality, model outputs and user interface. Therefore, the WUI-NITY2 project established 
a verification and validation (V&V) protocol for this type of platform and provided data-sets 
for its validation. The overall aim of the project was to increase the credibility (through 
verification and validation) and usability of the WUI-NITY tool (through user feedback). 
 

1.1. Report structure 
In this report, we first outline the overall project objectives that focus on enhancing existing 
functionality and testing performance of the WUI-NITY tool. We then describe the 
methodology adopted in WUI-NITY2. To do this, we present a brief overview of the work 
packages of the project and describe the verification and validation workflow. The 
implementation of the verification tests and a validation dataset are described in detail. These 
methods ensure that the simulation tool produces accurate and realistic results. For instance, 
details on which key factors were selected for verification testing and how testing can be 
applied. The validation testing focused on the traffic component of WUI-NITY and provided 
preliminary validation of speed-density and flow-density relationships. As part of the validation 
procedures, the relevant primary data sources used for validation are described in detail. 
Critically, the system was then applied to a recent case study (the 2019 Kincade Fire). Then, 
the report is dedicated to model development that occurred during WUI-NITY2 on the three 
core components of WUI-NITY as well as model integration. The last section of the report 
describes the stakeholder feedback provided by experts (scientists and practitioners) as the tool 
has been presented to test its performance, demonstrate its capabilities and suggest refinement 
and development.  
 
 
 
.  
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2. Project aim and objectives 
The aim of WUI-NITY2 was to make the WUI-NITY simulation platform credible, possible, 
and valuable. Two previous projects, e-Sanctuary (funded by NIST, 60NANB16D282) and 
WUI-NITY, (funded by NIST, 60NANB18D255) produced an integrated software platform for 
the simulation of WUI evacuation scenarios. This was a proof-of-concept model that 
demonstrated that three core sub-domains (fire spread, pedestrian movement and traffic 
movement) can be coupled within the same simulated environment to produce insights into 
dynamic vulnerability development during fire incidents in the Wildland Urban Interface 
(WUI) that are impossible to achieve when domains are considered independently from one 
another. Macroscopic sub-models have been embedded to demonstrate this proof of concept; 
i.e., that models from different subject domains interact to exchange information to produce 
insights into evacuee performance that enables the identification of vulnerable locations and 
populations. 
 
This system is freely available (built in the Unity3D [https://unity.com/] game engine). It 
enables input from a range of external sources (e.g. OpenStreetMap, data sources, etc.) and 
provides output that can be run on many systems (e.g. Linux, Windows, OS, mobile devices, 
etc.). This model has been designed in a modular way such that sub-models can be supplanted 
by others in the future. For instance, the substitution of microscopic models for the current 
macroscopic approaches. However, it is key that a trusted version of this model is in circulation 
prior to a move to microscopic models in order to normalize the concept and demonstrate the 
value of the insights provided.   
 
Circulating the current WUI-NITY system allows the project team to gather and incorporate 
stakeholder insights and in turn, establish the viability of modelling community evacuation at 
the macroscopic level. The work in WUI-NITY2 aimed at making this tool credible (through 
rigorous testing), possible (by working with stakeholders to ensure the model is accessible and 
configurable), and valuable (by enhancing the model output to provide insights not generated 
elsewhere; i.e. trigger buffer designs and vulnerability assessments). 
 
The project included a technical panel to ensure that the tool produced (a) can be configured by 
people in the field, (b) can represent scenarios of interest along an incident timeline (see Figure 
1), and (c) produces output in a format that is actionable (see Figure 2). Stakeholders 
participated in an interactive workshop to ensure that the model interface allows the user to 
independently configure the tool to represent scenarios of interest and generate output of value 
to real-world applications. 

 
The model functionalities were closely examined to ensure that it efficiently performs as 
expected and that the internal communication protocols fully exploit the current capabilities of 
the three sub-models. This is to ensure that the model is performing as expected (i.e. 
verification). New evacuation data were also obtained to perform an initial validation testing of 
one of the core assumptions of the model, i.e. the fundamental relationships concerning traffic 
flow. In parallel, a set of dedicated verification tests were developed for testing the modelling 
layers represented in WUI-NITY that have not been currently addressed in the literature (e.g. 
traffic evacuation modelling in case of fires) and the interactions between the three modelling 
layers. To date, a verification and validation (V&V) protocol similar to the one developed for 
building fires (International Standards Organization, 2020; Ronchi et al., 2013) does not exist 
for WUI-fire evacuation models, thus, one of the main outcomes of the project was to 
provide a protocol to perform V&V of WUI-fire evacuation modelling tools and set the 
basis for standardisation of testing in this domain. The exploitation of such protocol was 

https://unity.com/
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ensured by the participation of several project members in standardisation and regulatory work 
(e.g. ISO, NFPA, Canadian WUI code development, Swedish Standards Institute, etc.). 
 
The Population Evacuation Trigger Algorithm (PERIL) (part of WUI-NITY) was also enhanced 
to enable the user to manually generate trigger buffer estimates; i.e. identify the locations within 
the mapping environment where evacuation of a community is required given the behaviour of 
the fire and predicted evacuation times (Mitchell, 2019). This was automated, allowing the user 
to set basic criteria (e.g. safety factors, etc.) and then execute the tool to generate the buffer 
locations (see Figure 3).  

 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3. (a) Example of timescales and spatial representation of fire spread and WUI evacuation. (i) 

is the detection time, (ii) is the WRSET (iii) is the trigger buffer time and (iv) is the WASET. The 
trigger buffer perimeter is represented with the black dotted line. (b) Application of PERIL to generate 

trigger buffers to Roxborough, based on WUI-NITY output on evacuation and wildfire performance. 
 

Finally, this project also explored computationally inexpensive macroscopic methods 
(exploiting the capabilities of the virtual reality [VR] game engine in use) to represent common 
wildfire modelling principles, e.g., (Rothermel, 1983) directly within WUI-NITY, i.e. thus 
setting the groundwork for two-way coupling between the wildfire’s evolution and human 
response. The vision is to obtain a tool capable of evaluating both the evacuation process as 
well as the arrival time of firefighters within WUI-NITY based on all simulated layers. 
 
The WUI-NITY2 project provides a tool for stakeholders to assess wildfire evacuations and 
establish fire risk/vulnerability. This tool was built upon the proof-of-concept model developed 
in an earlier NIST-funded project (60NANB18D255) to provide simulated output generated 
through the interaction of the three core subject domains present (i.e., the fire spread, the 
pedestrian and traffic evacuation). These domains interact to assess evacuation times in credible 
threat scenarios. This work enables the user to (a) generate community evacuation times, (b) 
obtain evidence for the location of trigger buffers and (c) generate dynamic vulnerability maps 
(that reflect the capacity of a community to cope with the conditions faced and get to a place of 
safety) - in conjunction with evolving threat scenarios.  
 
This project aimed at enhancing existing functionality and testing performance (i.e., 
assessing whether the model performs as intended and that intended performance meets real-
world expectation). 
 
To develop such a tool, the WUI-NITY2 project addressed the following set of key research 
objectives by enhancing the proof of concept model created in the NIST-funded previous 
project [60NANB18D255], namely: 
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• To improve the model design implementation, embedding macroscopic models within 

the Unity environment - based on testing and stakeholder feedback. 
• To enhance the PERIL system to generate trigger buffer estimates supporting procedural 

design. 
● To refine and expand the user experience to ensure that the tool can be employed by 

stakeholders in an intuitive, effective and informative manner.  
● To develop and conduct a series of verification tests to investigate the key sub-models 

related to the traffic modelling component of WUI-NITY and its interactions with other 
components. 

● To use an existing data source to perform an initial validation test. 
 
To address these objectives, there is a need for a range of expertise which covers different 
scientific disciplines. An international cross-disciplinary research consortium covering the 
expertise of these disciplines was built (from Sweden, UK, Canada, USA and Australia).  This 
consortium has successfully identified the needs for such an integrated platform in previous 
projects (Ronchi et al., 2017, 2019). The main outcomes of the WUI-NITY2 project were: 
 

1. An updated freely available tool that can be used to simulate the key layers affecting 
WUI fire evacuation scenarios, namely fire, pedestrian and traffic modelling, the 
updated WUI-NITY platform, coupled with the trigger buffer model PERIL. 

2. A new WUI community evacuation data-set usable for validation studies 
3. A suite of verification tests specifically designed for the evaluation of WUI-fire 

evacuation models. 
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3. Methodology 
In this section the project structure is presented along with the general workflow adopted for 
the verification and validation of WUI fire evacuation model. 
 

3.1. The WUI-NITY2 project structure 
The updated WUI-NITY platform was built within a project with the following work package 
(WP) structure: 
 
In the previous NIST-funded projects (Ronchi et al., 2017, 2020), a platform able to integrate 
fire, pedestrian and evacuation modelling layers was built. The WUI-NITY2 project aimed to 
establish a V&V protocol for this type of platform and provide new data for its validation. The 
overall aim of the project was to increase credibility (through verification and validation) and 
usability of the tool. 
 
WP1. Project management and dissemination: This WP refers to the management of the 
activities of the WUI-NITY2 project, communications with the panel and the dissemination of 
the results. A Project Technical Panel was formed at the initiation of the project comprising key 
community representatives and subject matter experts. The panel guided the research team 
throughout the project, including project planning; study details requiring guidance during the 
project; and outcomes and draft reports.  
 

WP2. Development of a testing protocol for WUI fire evacuation models. In this WP, a set 
of verification tests were developed to evaluate WUI fire evacuation simulation tools – to ensure 
they perform in the expected manner. While testing protocols exist for wildfire and pedestrian 
evacuation models, e.g., (Finney, 1998; Ronchi et al., 2013), a dedicated suite of tests was 
developed considering traffic evacuation modelling, and model integration (wildfire, 
pedestrian, and traffic). The focus here was to develop tests that not only verify that the 
modelling layers work as intended in isolation, but also in their integrated mode. A draft testing 
protocol was developed for integrated WUI fire evacuation tools.  
 
WP3. Collection of WUI-fire evacuation data-sets. This WP involved obtaining one WUI 
fire evacuation data-set from a real location (the 2019 Kincade fire), which included 
anonymized data on evacuation movement. The objective was twofold: first, to provide a 
validation data-set for existing and future WUI fire evacuation modelling tools and second, to 
perform an assessment of typical evacuation-related issues encountered by WUI communities 
and the responses performed. 
 
WP4. WUI-NITY V&V. In this WP, the predictive capabilities of WUI-NITY were verified 
and validated against the data-set obtained in WP3 and the protocol developed in WP2. This 
was performed adopting an iterative loop of testing and model modifications which was directly 
integrated in the source code of the model (i.e. verification tests were embedded within WUI-
NITY, so that they could be run at each model sub-version). 
 
WP5. User feedback and guidance on evacuation/sheltering policies. A standalone version 
of the model was presented to technical expert users in a dedicated virtual workshop in 
September 2021. This workshop was facilitated by the FPRF and designed to capture key 
findings. This included identifying future updates to functionalities, model outputs and user 
interface. This task was performed to ensure that the model provides the most value to users 
and therefore increases the likelihood that is adopted and has the biggest impact on the field.  
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WP6. WUI-NITY Model Development. In this task the current model capabilities were 
refined in light of findings from WP2-5. These refinements were a result of consultation, 
testing, applications and adjacent development. The goal was to progress current functionality 
such that it more effectively met stated objectives but also addressed practical needs of users in 
the field.  
 

3.2. The WUI-NITY verification and validation workflow 
The V&V workflow has been performed following two iterative loops, one for verification 
testing and one for validation testing. In the iterative loop for verification testing, (see Figure 
4), the first step was to define the key variables to test along with the associated verification 
tests the software should go through. This included defining an objective, drawing geometrical 
boundaries, presenting a scenario, expected results, what method is used and what actions the 
user needs to take. After the tests were defined, they were preliminary applied to the simulation 
software WUI-NITY. The results produced by WUI-NITY are compared to expected hand 
calculated results and the differences are analysed. Through the analysis of the results, 
improvements to the tests were made with the goal to further scrutinize model capabilities, e.g., 
additions of sub-cases, modification in geometries, additional scenarios, new tests with 
interactions to modelling layers. Once improvements in the tests were made, they were run 
again, and the new results were analysed once more. From there the iterative loop continues 
until a stable set of tests was identified. The verification tests were then run automatically within 
the source code so that possibly newer versions of the code could be automatically tested. 
 

 
Figure 4. Iterative loop of workflow for verification testing. 

 
Similarly to verification, in the iterative loop for validation testing (see Figure 5 for the example 
considered in this work), the first step was to define the case study to be used for validation. 
This needed to be a well-documented real-life scenario or an experimental dataset. The case 
study should include detailed data related to the testing to be performed with the simulation 
software. This can be sourced from an appropriate database. In this case, one of the key 
variables linked to traffic evacuation was selected for testing, namely the fundamental traffic 
flow relationships. For this reason, a traffic data measurement system was used as the data 
source. Once the data source is selected, the type of data to be extracted needs to be defined. 
Considering the example of the fundamental traffic flow relationships which was adopted in 
this work, quantities like speed, flow and density were extracted, along with other aspects like 
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time of the day and traffic incidents. The extracted data may have been measured in specific 
units, so they needed to be converted, normalized, or re-calculated to get appropriate units. 
Accuracy and uncertainties of data was also scrutinized during the data analysis. Such issues 
can cause the measured data to not accurately represent the dynamics that usually occur during 
an evacuation. The measured data not affected by these external factors became part of the 
dataset for validation that represents the evacuation traffic and it was benchmarked with the 
routine non-emergency traffic as well. The created fundamental diagrams based on the 
measured traffic data during a real-life scenario are then compared to theoretical fundamental 
diagram implemented in the simulation software to check if the theoretical data accurately 
represents the gathered data and can re-produce the results from the event. To improve the 
validation, new data can be gathered and analysed again to provide additional detailed data for 
a more complete fundamental diagram.  
 
A similar approach can be used for all different variables and functionalities included in the 
simulators that need to be tested. 

 
Figure 5. Iterative loop of workflow for validation testing applied to the example of testing of traffic 

flow fundamental diagrams. 
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4. Verification testing for WUI fire evacuation models 
The process of verification and validation is an important step when making sure that the results 
produced by simulation models are reliable and the simulation models’ most suitable field of 
application gets defined. The definition of verification is “process of determining that a 
calculation method implementation accurately represents the developer’s conceptual 
description of the calculation method and the solution to the calculation method” (International 
Standards Organization, 2020). When using calculation models in simulators, it is important 
that the calculation shows accurate enough predictions of components and functions and that 
the calculations are validated to be able to re-produce fire-and evacuation events. This grants 
the calculation and simulation models credibility and becomes trustworthy for those who will 
have use of the models (International Standards Organization, 2020). 
 
A set of guidelines available how to perform verification and validation on evacuation models 
are provided by the International Maritime Organization (IMO), in their report Guidelines for 
evacuation analysis for new and existing passenger ships, (International Maritime 
Organization, 2016). In this report the IMO list four main categories of tests that must be 
performed for developed evacuation models. Those are 1) component testing, 2) functional 
verification, 3) qualitative verification 4) quantitative verification. According to IMO, 
component testing is a procedure to check that the different components of the software or 
model perform as intended. Functional verification concerns controlling that the model have 
the intended abilities to show the range of capabilities needed to perform the simulations. 
Qualitative verification involves the nature of predicted human behaviour with informed 
expectations. Quantitative verification concerns comparing model predictions against reliable 
experimental data. The guidelines do not provide with additional information and examples of 
tests to perform for quantitative verification because a lack of reliable data (International 
Maritime Organization, 2016). 
 
The tests are constructed following the structure used in ISO 20414 (International Standards 
Organization, 2020), i.e. tests consist of six parts: 1) Objective: description of what component 
or behaviour is being tested and what model/method it is being compared against to ensure the 
parameter is functioning properly, 2) Geometry: the configuration of the test, 3) Scenario(s): 
the evacuation scenario that is going to be simulated, 4) Expected result: the result (qualitative 
or quantitative) that the evacuation model is supposed to produce 5) Test method: the qualitative 
(e.g., visualisation of the represented behaviour) or quantitative (e.g. comparison of evacuation 
times, flows, etc.) method employed for the comparison between the expected result and the 
simulation results, and 6) User’s actions: the actions required of the tester while performing 
and presenting the tests (Ronchi, 2020; Ronchi et al., 2013, 2014). 
 
When presenting tests suggested for the verification of evacuation models, the tests should be 
organized in elements which are considered necessary to meet the most basic representation of 
a scenario. These five core components of evacuation models are: 

1) Pre-evacuation,  
2) Movement and navigation,  
3) Exit usage,  
4) Route availability and  
5) Flow conditions/constraints.  

 
They are hypothetical ideal tests that are designed to analyse the main features of evacuation 
models. The tests are often classified into two groups: analytical verification, and verification 
of emergent behaviours. The analytical verification refers to components with expected results 
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that can be derived from mathematical calculations or evidence. The verification of emergent 
behaviour refers to the evacuation model’s capabilities to reproduce human behaviour in a fire 
evacuation qualitatively based on current knowledge through the simulation results (Ronchi, 
2020; Ronchi et al., 2013, 2014).  
 
4.1. Key factors selected for verification testing 
This section presents the suggested factors for consideration in the verification testing of WUI 
evacuation, with a main focus on the traffic modelling component. They are organized using 
the five core components in evacuation models listed in ISO 20414 (International Standards 
Organization, 2020) as a starting point, while adding and removing categories suitable for the 
tests. 
 

Table 1. Key factors for verification, covering category, variable and test code. 
Category Variable Test code 
Pre-evacuation (response)   
 Pedestrian re-distribution P.1 
 Response curve P.3 
Movement and navigation   
 Uni-directional single vehicle flow (one 

road type) 
T.1a 

 Uni-directional single vehicle flow 
(multiple road types) 

T.1b 

 Background traffic T.2 
 Relationship between speed-density and 

flow-density 
T.4 

 Group evacuation T.7 
 Lane changing/overtaking T.8 
 Acceleration/deceleration T.9 
 Intersection T.11 
 Vehicle demand vs arrival distribution T.15 
En route selection   
 Forced destination T.12 
 Destination choice in traffic T.13 
 Route choice in traffic T.14 
Flow condition/constraints   
 Change in carriageway configuration T.3 
 Flow at destination T.6 
Population   
 Max vehicles per household P.2 
 Pedestrian walking speed P.4 
 Pedestrian distance to vehicle PT.1 
Events   
 Vehicle speed reduction in reduced 

visibility conditions 
T.5 

 Road accident T.10 
 Route loss WT.1 
 Lane reversal WT.2 
 Loss of shelter or exit WT.3 
 Refuge capacity WT.4 

 
The key selected factors are described in line with how they are defined, and what they are 
testing. Many of the factors carry similarities from factors in V&V testing for fire evacuation 
in buildings, but instead of using people and buildings, the factors are modified or adapted to 
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be applicable for vehicles and road networks. In addition, since there is no currently existing 
verification testing standardized protocol for evacuation models used in the WUI context, 
suggestions for new factors to test are included concerning pedestrian and traffic layers and 
interactions between those layers and the wildfire layer. 
 
P.1 Pedestrian re-distribution 
The map used to perform evacuation simulation contains a traffic network and households with 
a grid system to divide the map into sections. If households in a section cannot connect to the 
traffic network through a traffic node, they need to re-distributed so they can access the traffic 
network. 
 
P.2 Max vehicles per household 
The number of vehicles a household has access to and uses in an evacuation varies. The more 
vehicles used, the more capacity there is for belongings and necessary supplies before multiple 
trips are required (i.e. forcing the household members to return). The assumptions of number 
of vehicles available at each household should be tested with a probability to take additional 
vehicles.  
 
P.3 Response curve 
The response curve represents the time it takes for people to pick up on cues from an 
approaching wildfire and start evacuating. Cues can be smoke from wildfire, neighbourhood 
activity, radio messages, evacuation order etc (McLennan et al., 2012, 2019; Ronchi et al., 
2017). People can start evacuating before evacuation orders are issued, delay their evacuation, 
or not evacuate at all. 
 
Pedestrian walking speed 
The pedestrian walking speed checks that a pedestrian can walk from its starting location to a 
destination to either reach safety or a traffic node to evacuate the area with an assigned walking 
speed. The walking speed may vary between people, some pedestrians adopt a slower walking 
speed than what is considered normal (Gwynne & Boyce, 2016). 
 
Pedestrian distance to vehicle 
The pedestrian walking distance variable investigates whether pedestrians can walk from their 
starting location to a destination to either reach safety or a traffic node to evacuate the area. The 
walking distance varies between pedestrians, some are further away from the access to the 
traffic system or must move around obstacles and adapt a higher walking distance than others.  
 
Uni-directional single vehicle flow 
Each road type has a corresponding speed limit which can be adopted by vehicles driving at 
free flow speed. The vehicle flow should only be open in one direct on the road. The free flow 
speed should change if the vehicle enters another road type with a different corresponding speed 
limit.  
 
Background traffic 
The background traffic represents vehicles present on a road which are not actively evacuating. 
This type of traffic affects the vehicles density modifier which reduces the free flow speed for 
all vehicles since the road becomes more occupied and slower driving behaviour is adapted to 
the new traffic circumstances. 
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Change in carriageway configuration 
Change in carriageway configuration refers to how many lanes on the carriageway are 
accessible. Going from one lane to two lanes increases the traffic capacity and all vehicles can 
adapt a higher free flow speed. In the case of going from two lanes to one lane means all vehicles 
must adapt a lower free flow speed. 
 
Relationships between speed-density and flow-density 
The so called “fundamental diagrams” represent the speed-density and flow-density 
relationships (Dixit & Wolshon, 2014) which with increase in traffic density change the speed 
and flow of the traffic. The speed is generally reduced with increases in density, while the flow 
increases with increasing density to a point where maximum flow (often referred in the 
pedestrian movement literature as capacity drop (Cepolina, 2009) is reached and then the flow 
reduces with increasing density. 
 
Vehicle speed reduction in reduced visibility conditions 
Traffic evacuation through a wildfire area can have large amount of smoke obscuring the view 
for the vehicles making it unsafe to drive at the usual adapted speeds for that specific road type. 
This causes the adapted speeds to be decreased with decreasing visibility conditions, in addition 
to the potential speed reduction already adapted for increasing traffic densities (Wetterberg et 
al., 2021). 
 
Flow at destination 
The area where an evacuation is taking place usually has destinations or exits for leaving the 
area where evacuees can be considered safe. The flows at these destinations should not exceed 
a maximum flow rate when vehicles arrive at the destinations and the remaining traffic density 
is reduced and speed and flow increases. The flow rate should get reduced or remain the same.  
 
Group evacuation 
Group evacuation with friends and family can occur if the members of a household (or more 
than one household) take multiple vehicles with the goal of evacuating close together in the 
traffic evacuation. Multiple vehicles staying together in the traffic flow can be difficult with the 
presence of surrounding traffic, but the vehicles should be leaving the household at about same 
time. 
 
Lane changing/overtaking 
In traffic, the speed people chose to drive at for specific road types varies between people. They 
can have different vehicles, driving experience, personal behaviours etc. which naturally makes 
people drive differently (Gray & Regan, 2005). This difference in speed can cause the faster 
driving vehicles to change lanes and overtake to keep their current driving speed.  
 
Acceleration/deceleration 
Acceleration and deceleration of vehicles may happen in traffic evacuation in response to 
surrounding traffic or approaching intersection or roundabout (Zhi et al., 2010) without changes 
in surrounding traffic or upcoming intersections vehicles can change their speed due to events 
happening inside the car or the road is having an incline. 
 
Road accident 
Road accidents can happen anytime in traffic evacuations – especially where time is short 
and/or when environmental conditions are deteriorating. With the short duration of increase in 
traffic density and an overhanging emergency, there are more vehicles that can become part of 
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a road accident. The road accident could cause certain lanes to be blocked or stopping the traffic 
flow completely, and the accident can also be resolved. 
 
Intersection 
Intersections where two or more roads meet each other, can be signalized or unsignalized in 
how it handles the traffic evacuation flow (Parr et al., 2016). Other type of intersection can be 
roundabouts which handles many flows at the same time. The intersections can also be on- and 
off-ramps to highways, where the flows merge or disperse. 
 
Forced Destination 
When deciding what destination to head for in an evacuation, the destination may not always 
be the closest or be the shortest journey time, but one further away because of errands that need 
to be handled before evacuating, like picking up family members not present in the household, 
all other roads are closed, familiarity with a given destination, etc. (Akbarzadeh & Wilmot, 
2015). Forced destinations are used to override a given destination choice.   
 
Destination choice in traffic 
Destination choice refers to the evacuees’ decision on what destination to drive towards. The 
decision can be based on the shortest route to a destination, fastest route, or a specified route to 
another destination. Other conditions can also be present that affects the decision making, such 
as presence of smoke (Wetterberg et al., 2021) or familiarity (Akbarzadeh & Wilmot, 2015). 
  
Route choice in traffic 
Route choice in traffic refers to the evacuee’s decision on which route to take to reach a 
destination. The decision making can be based on if the route is faster or shorter but can also 
be affected by other conditions such as route familiarity (Colonna et al., 2016), smoke blocking 
or impeding a route (Wetterberg et al., 2021), etc. 
 
Vehicle demand vs arrival distribution 
Vehicle demand vs arrival distribution refers to the number of vehicles that leave the starting 
point of the road network and how many arrive at the destination in the road network. The 
number of vehicles starting evacuation should be the same number of vehicles that reaches the 
destination and managed to evacuate. Vehicles can break down or get stuck along the way.  
 
Route loss 
Route loss refers to when a road section is no longer available of use to the traffic evacuation. 
When a route is closed other routes need to be used for the remaining traffic to evacuate. A 
route may be closed given that the wildfire has approached and is raging close to the road, 
making it unsafe to use.  
 
Lane reversal 
Lane reversal is an option that can be implemented on roads with larger capacity and lanes by 
officials to increase the number of lanes open in the evacuation direction. This also means that 
the number of lanes for emergency personnel and others are reduced. The increase of capacity 
the lane reversal function provides helps increase traffic flow and reduce evacuation times 
(Akbarzadeh & Wilmot, 2015). 
 
Loss of exit or shelter 
Loss of exit or shelter refers to when a destination the evacuation traffic is heading towards is 
no longer available of use for additional traffic. Reasons the exit is closed can be that the 
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wildfire is blocking access to the destination and the remaining traffic needs to be redirected to 
another destination.  
 
Refuge capacity 
Refuge capacity refers to the number of people that can fit in an emergency shelter. When a 
shelter has reached maximum capacity no more people can fit in the shelter and newcomers 
need to find another shelter. The notification of a shelter being full can be announced by sight 
when newcomers arrive or by radio to not waste precious time driving back and forth. 
 
4.4. Application of Verification testing to WUI-NITY 
The verification tests were built in WUI-NITY by designing hypothetical simple scenarios in 
OpenStreetMap. JOSM2 was used to build these scenarios. JOSM is a free software editing tool 
for OpenStreetMap geodata created in Java. Table 2 presents the list of verification tests 
performed with WUI-NITY. At the moment those are grouped in relation to the type of layer 
they cover (pedestrian, traffic or integration with wildfire). At this stage, the number of tests 
conducted is deliberately limited to a manageable and reasonable size to not have too many 
tests at this early stage of development. Annex A presents a reporting template to present the 
results. 
 
Table 2. Initial list of verification scenarios, covering layer tested, core component, test code, test title, 

sub-tests and if test was conducted. 
Layer tested Core 

component 
Test 
code 

Test title Sub-tests 

Pedestrian Population P.1 Pedestrian re-
distribution 

/ 

Pedestrian Population P.2 Max vehicles 
per household 

/ 

Pedestrian Pre-evacuation P.3 Response curve Default, linear and 
custom response curve 

Pedestrian Movement P.4 Pedestrian 
walking speed 

2 values of walking 
speeds (based on 
multipliers) 

Integration Pedestrian 
+ Traffic 

Movement PT.1 Pedestrian 
distance to 
vehicle 

2 values of walking 
speeds (based on 
multipliers) 

Traffic Movement T.1 Uni-directional 
single vehicle 
flow 

T.1a: One road type 
T.1b: Multiple road types 

Traffic Movement, 
Flow constraints 

T.2 Background 
traffic 

/ 

Traffic Movement T.3 Change in 
carriageway 
configuration 

5 vehicle density levels 
(linearly from 0 
veh/km/lane to the 
vehicle density leading to 
stop) 

Traffic Movement, 
Flow constraints 

T.4 Relationships 
between speed-
density and 
flow-density 

5 vehicle density levels 
linearly ranging from 0 
veh/km/lane to the 
vehicle density 

 
2 https://josm.openstreetmap.de/ 
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corresponding to a 
congested scenario 

Traffic Movement, 
Flow constraints 

T.5 Vehicle speed 
reduction in 
reduced 
visibility 
conditions 

5 vehicle density levels 
linearly ranging from 0 
veh/km/lane to the 
vehicle density 
corresponding to a 
congested scenario and 
give visibility values 
(optical density per m of 
0.05 m-1, 0.10 m-1, 0.15 
m-1and 0.20 m-1) 

Traffic Movement, 
Flow constraints 

T.6 Flow at 
destination 

5 vehicle density levels 
linearly ranging from 0 
veh/km/lane to the 
vehicle density 
corresponding to a 
congested scenario 

Traffic Movement, 
Route selection 

T.7 Group 
evacuation 

Two density levels (no 
initial density and density 
corresponding to 50% of 
road capacity) 

Traffic Movement, 
Flow constraints 

T.8 Lane changing 
/ overtaking 

/ 

Traffic Movement, 
Flow constraints 

T.9 Acceleration / 
deceleration 

/ 

Traffic Movement, 
Flow 
constraints, 
Event 

T.10 Road accident / 

Traffic Movement, 
Flow constraints 

T.11 Intersection / 

Traffic Route selection T.12 Forced 
Destination 

/ 

Traffic Route selection T.13 Destination 
choice in traffic 

Each route choice method 
(fastest, closest, other 
condition) 

Traffic Route selection T14 Route choice in 
traffic 

Each route choice method 
(fastest, closest, other 
condition) 

Traffic Movement, 
Flow constraints 

T.15 Vehicle 
demand vs 
arrival 
distribution 

Different numbers of 
vehicles 

Integration Wildfire 
+ Traffic 

Route selection WT.1 Route loss / 

Integration Wildfire 
+ Traffic 

Movement, 
Events 

WT.2 Lane reversal / 

Integration Wildfire 
+ Traffic 

Movement, 
Flow 
constraints, 
Event 

WT.3 Loss of exit or 
shelter 

/ 

Integration Wildfire 
+ Traffic 

Movement, 
Flow 

WT.4 Refuge 
capacity 

/ 
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constraints, 
Event 

 
The detailed description of each test is presented in the following pages in a set of boxes 
following the format of ISO 20414 (International Standards Organization, 2020). 
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P.1 Pedestrian re-distribution  
Objective Assess consistency between the conceptual and implemented re-

distribution of pedestrians in space based on available routes 

Geometry A walkable area of 1000 m * 1000 m including a set of households. 50% of 
those households have access to a node of the road network, the rest does 
not have access (Figure 6 shows an example). 

 
Figure 6. Geometry of scenario P.1. 

Scenario(s) Let the simulator re-distribute people in the households based on the 
algorithm adopted by the model, so that all population can access a node of 
the road network. 

Expected 
result 

All of the population should be able to access the road network and the 
number of people accessing the road network should correspond to the 
number of people implemented in the scenario. 

Test method The test method is a quantitative verification of model results, i.e. the 
difference between the expected result and the simulation results. 

User’s actions The effectiveness of this test can be improved by setting additional 
prescriptions in relation to the type of model under consideration. For 
example, in the case of models that use a network approach, results may be 
dependent on the configuration of the network/grid adopted. For grid-based 
models, considerations should also be made by the tester on the necessity 
of performing this test with different configurations (e.g. simulating the 
default cell size and a set of both reduced and increased cell sizes) in order 
to test the sensitivity of the results to cell size. The method for setting up 
the population re-distribution should be reported. 
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P.2 Max vehicles per household 
Objective Assess consistency between implemented relationship for number of 

vehicles distributed to each household and hand-calculated results. 
Geometry A walkable area considering movement to a traffic node (example in Figure 

7).  

 
Figure 7. Geometry of scenario P.2. 

Scenario(s) A given group of pedestrians leave their households with an assigned 
movement speed of 1 m/s and a response time equal to 0 moving along the 
walkable area to the traffic node. Each household should have 1-5 vehicles 
available given predetermined values. While running the test case, the user 
should turn off any non-relevant models, except the pedestrian simulation 
model. 

Expected result The number of vehicles entering the traffic model should correspond to the 
implemented numbers of vehicles assigned to each household with its 
probability distribution for additional vehicles (to be calculated in 
accordance with the modelling assumptions adopted). 

Test method The test method is a quantitative verification of model results, i.e. the 
difference between the expected result and the simulation results. 

User’s actions The effectiveness of this test can be improved by setting additional 
prescriptions in relation to the type of model under consideration. For 
example, in the case of models that use a network approach, results may be 
dependent on the configuration of the network/grid adopted. For grid-based 
models, considerations should also be made by the tester on the necessity 
of performing this test with different configurations (e.g. simulating the 
default cell size and a set of both reduced and increased cell sizes) in order 
to test the sensitivity of the results to cell size. 
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P.3 Response curve 
Objective Assess consistency between implemented pedestrian response model and 

hand-calculated results. This includes comparing the number of pedestrians 
that evacuate before the evacuation alarm, after the alarm and those who 
do not evacuate. 

Geometry A walkable area of 1000 m * 1000 m, which includes a set of (sufficiently 
large) households defined by the user (example in Figure 8). 

 
Figure 8. Geometry of scenario P.3. 

Scenario(s) A given group of pedestrians leave their households with a distributed 
response time drawn from the default response curve. Repeat the test using 
a custom response curve for the pedestrians on the walkable area (e.g. using 
a linear or custom response curve, starting on X-axis < 0). While running 
the test case, the user should turn off any non-relevant models, except the 
pedestrian response model. 

Expected result The pedestrians should leave their households in accordance with the 
expected time and the % of people evacuating before the trigger, after the 
trigger and those who do not evacuate should correspond to the pre-defined 
response curve (to be calculated in accordance with the modelling 
assumptions adopted). 

Test method The test method is a quantitative verification of model results, i.e. the 
difference between the expected result and the simulation results. 

User’s actions The test should be repeated for each distribution type included in the model. 
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P.4 Pedestrian walking speed 
Objective Assess consistency between the conceptual and implemented relationship 

concerning pedestrian movement based on walking speeds. 
Geometry A walkable area of 1000 m * 1000 m considering movement for a total 

length of 1000 m and assuming no obstacles along the path (example in 
Figure 9). The walkable area should correspond to a speed limit equal to 1 
m/s. 

 
Figure 9. Geometry of scenario P.4. 

Scenario(s) One pedestrian with an assigned movement speed of 1 m/s and a response 
time equal to 0 s moving along the walkable area (from start to destination), 
with a given speed multiplier. Repeat the test varying the speed multiplier 
of pedestrian walking speed on the walkable area (e.g., using 2 different 
values of speed multipliers from no multiplier (=1) to a multiplier that 
corresponds to a pedestrian that adopts a slower walking speed (< 1)). 
While running the test case, the user should turn off any non-relevant 
models, except the pedestrian simulation model. 

Expected result The pedestrian should cover the distance to the traffic node in expected 
time (to be calculated in accordance with the modelling assumptions 
adopted). 

Test method The test method is a quantitative verification of model results, i.e. the 
difference between the expected result and the simulation results. 

User’s actions The effectiveness of this test can be improved by setting additional 
prescriptions in relation to the type of model under consideration. For 
example, in the case of models that use a network approach, results may be 
dependent on the configuration of the network/grid adopted. For grid-based 
models, considerations should also be made by the tester on the necessity 
of performing this test with different configurations (e.g. simulating the 
default cell size and a set of both reduced and increased cell sizes) in order 
to test the sensitivity of the results to cell size. The method for setting up 
the destination should be reported. The model tester should also report if 
the pedestrian exhibits acceleration/deceleration during the movement. 
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PT.1 Pedestrian distance to vehicle 
Objective Assess consistency between implemented relationship between pedestrian 

distance and hand-calculated results. 
Geometry A walkable area of 100 m * 100 m considering movement for a total length 

of 100 m (example in Figure 10). The walkable area should correspond to 
a speed limit equal 1 m/s. 

 
Figure 10. Geometry of scenario PT.1. 

Scenario(s) One pedestrian with an assigned movement speed of 1 m/s and a response 
time equal to 0 s moving along the walkable area (from start to destination), 
with a given distance multiplier. Repeat the test varying the distance 
multiplier of pedestrian distance on the walkable area (e.g., using 2 
different values of distance multiplier from no multiplier (=1) to a 
multiplier that corresponds to a pedestrian taking a route with movement 
inefficiency (>1)). While running the test case, the user should turn off any 
non-relevant models, except the pedestrian simulation model and the traffic 
network. 

Expected result The pedestrian should cover the distance to the traffic node in expected 
time (to be calculated in accordance with the modelling assumptions 
adopted). 

Test method The test method is a quantitative verification of model results, i.e. the 
difference between the expected result and the simulation results. 

User’s actions The effectiveness of this test can be improved by setting additional 
prescriptions in relation to the type of model under consideration. For 
example, in the case of models that use a network approach, results may be 
dependent on the configuration of the network/grid adopted. For grid-based 
models, considerations should also be made by the tester on the necessity 
of performing this test with different configurations (e.g. simulating the 
default cell size and a set of both reduced and increased cell sizes) in order 
to test the sensitivity of the results to cell size. The method for setting up 
the destination should be reported. The model tester should also report if 
the pedestrian exhibits acceleration/deceleration during the movement. 
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T.1a Uni-directional single vehicle flow (one road type) 
Objective Assess consistency between speed assignment of one vehicle on a single 

road type and model representation for uni-directional movement. 
Geometry A road with a single carriageway considering movement on a single lane 

for a total length of 1000 m (example in Figure 11). The road type should 
correspond to a speed limit equal to 90 km/h. 

 
Figure 11. Geometry of scenario T.1a. 

Scenario(s) One vehicle with an assigned free flow speed corresponding to the speed 
limit (90 km/h) moving along the road (from start to destination). Repeat 
the test changing the road type to correspond to a speed limit on the lower 
end (e.g. 30 km/h) as well as a speed limit on the higher end (e.g. 120 km/h). 
While running the test case, the user should turn off any non-relevant 
models, except the traffic simulation model.  

Expected result The vehicle should cover the distance of the road in the expected time (to 
be calculated in accordance with the modelling assumptions adopted) 

Test method The test method is a quantitative verification of model results, i.e. the 
difference between the expected result and the simulation results. 

User’s actions The effectiveness of this test can be improved by setting additional 
prescriptions in relation to the type of model under consideration. For 
example, in the case of models that use a network approach, results may be 
dependent on the configuration of the network/grid adopted. For grid-based 
models, considerations should also be made by the tester on the necessity 
of performing this test with different configurations (e.g. simulating the 
default cell size and a set of both reduced and increased cell sizes) in order 
to test the sensitivity of the results to cell size. The method for setting up 
the destination should be reported. The model tester should also report if 
the vehicle exhibits acceleration/deceleration during the movement.  
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T.1b Uni-directional single vehicle flow (multiple road types) 
Objective Assess consistency between speed assignment of one vehicle on multiple 

road types and model representation for uni-directional movement. 
Geometry A road with a single carriageway considering movement on a single lane 

for a total length of 1000 m + 1000 m (see Figure 12) with an unsignalized 
intersection (the user can choose the length of the intersecting road, in this 
example this is equal to 1000 m). The first part includes a road type 
corresponding to a speed limit equal to 50 km/h, the second part a speed 
limit equal to 90 km/h. 

 
Figure 12. Geometry of scenario T.1b. 

Scenario(s) One vehicle with an assigned free flow speed corresponding to the speed 
limits (50 km/h and 90 km/h) moving along the road (from start to 
destination). While running the test case, the user should turn off any non-
relevant models, except the traffic simulation model. 

Expected result The vehicle should cover the distance of the road in the expected time (to 
be calculated in accordance with the modelling assumptions adopted) 

Test method The test method is a quantitative verification of model results, i.e. the 
difference between the expected result and the simulation results. 

User’s actions The effectiveness of this test can be improved by setting additional 
prescriptions in relation to the type of model under consideration. For 
example, in the case of models that use a network approach, results may be 
dependent on the configuration of the network/grid adopted. For grid-based 
models, considerations should also be made by the tester on the necessity 
of performing this test with different configurations (e.g. simulating the 
default cell size and a set of both reduced and increased cell sizes) in order 
to test the sensitivity of the results to cell size. The method for setting up 
the destination should be reported. The model tester should also report if 
the vehicle exhibits acceleration/deceleration during the movement. 
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T.2 Background traffic 
Objective Ensure the impact of background traffic on vehicle flow is correctly 

implemented. 
Geometry A road with a single carriageway considering movement on a single lane 

for a total length of 1000 m (see Figure 13). The road type should 
correspond to a speed limit equal to 90 km/h. 

 
Figure 13. Geometry of scenario T.2. 

Scenario(s) One vehicle with an assigned free flow speed corresponding to the speed 
limit (90 km/h) moving along the road (from start to destination). A 
background traffic reducing the flow capacity of the road of 50% is 
implemented. While running the test case, the user should turn off any non-
relevant models, except the traffic simulation model. 

Expected result The vehicle should cover the distance of the road in the expected time (to 
be calculated in accordance with the modelling assumptions adopted) 

Test method The test method is a quantitative verification of model results, i.e. the 
difference between the expected result and the simulation results. 

User’s actions The effectiveness of this test can be improved by setting additional 
prescriptions in relation to the type of model under consideration. For 
example, in the case of models that use a network approach, results may be 
dependent on the configuration of the network/grid adopted. For grid-based 
models, considerations should also be made by the tester on the necessity 
of performing this test with different configurations (e.g. simulating the 
default cell size and a set of both reduced and increased cell sizes) in order 
to test the sensitivity of the results to cell size. The method for setting up 
the destination should be reported. The model tester should also report if 
the vehicle exhibits acceleration/deceleration during the movement. 
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T.3 Change in carriageway configuration 
Objective Assess consistency between the implemented impact of change in 

carriageway configuration and the calculated impact for uni-directional 
movement. 

Geometry A road with a single carriageway for a total length of 1000 m + 1000 m 
(see Figure 14) with an unsignalized intersection (the user can choose the 
length of the intersecting road, in this example this is equal to 1000 m) is 
considered. The initial 1000 m segment of the road has one lane per 
carriageway, while the following 1000 m segment has two lanes per 
carriageway. The road type should correspond to a speed limit equal to 90 
km/h. 

 
Figure 14. Geometry of scenario T.3. 

Scenario(s) One vehicle with an assigned free flow speed corresponding to the speed 
limit (90 km/h) moving along the road (from start to destination). Repeat 
the test varying the initial density of vehicle on the road (e.g. using 5 vehicle 
density levels linearly from 1 veh/km/lane to the vehicle density 
corresponding to the vehicle being stopped considering the portion of the 
road with smaller capacity). The associated speed limit in the two road 
segments changes accordingly. While running the test case, the user should 
turn off any non-relevant models, except the traffic simulation model. 

Expected result The vehicle should cover the distance of the road in the expected time (to 
be calculated in accordance with the modelling assumptions adopted) 

Test method The test method is a quantitative verification of model results, i.e. the 
difference between the expected result and the simulation results. 

User’s actions The effectiveness of this test can be improved by setting additional 
prescriptions in relation to the type of model under consideration. For 
example, in the case of models that use a network approach, results may be 
dependent on the configuration of the network/grid adopted. For grid-based 
models, considerations should also be made by the tester on the necessity 
of performing this test with different configurations (e.g. simulating the 
default cell size and a set of both reduced and increased cell sizes) in order 
to test the sensitivity of the results to the cell size. The method for setting 
up the destination should be reported. The model tester should also report 
if the vehicle exhibits acceleration/deceleration during the movement. 
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T.4 Relationships between speed-density and flow-density 
Objective Assess qualitative consistency between the implemented relationships between 

traffic flow/density and speed/density in a road segment and simulated one 
considering uni-directional movement. 

Geometr
y 

A road segment is represented with a single carriageway considering movement 
on a single lane for a total length of 3000 m divided in three zones of equal length 
(see Figure 15). The road type should correspond to a speed limit equal to 70 
km/h. The road segment is divided in three zones, namely zone 1 (white), zone 
2 (light grey) and zone 3 (white). 

 
Figure 15. Geometry of scenario T.4. The drawing is off scale to facilitate 

visualization. 
Scenario 
(s) 

Calculate 5 vehicle density levels linearly ranging from 1 veh/km/lane to the 
vehicle density corresponding to a congested scenario (Density 1=D1=1 
veh/km/lane, D2, D3, D4 and D5=density leading to stopped vehicles on the road 
segment). The vehicles are uniformly distributed in the entire road segment 
(Zones 1, 2 and 3). They have an initial free flow speed equal to the speed limit.  
Step 1: Assign a number of vehicles corresponding to the D3 vehicle density on 
the road segment to move to the right towards the destination of the road 
segment. Place the last vehicle in Zone 2 near line A and measure the time that 
it takes from line A to line B and estimate the associated driving speed. Measure 
the average vehicle flows in line B (with a time interval decided by the tester) 
starting from the beginning of the simulation until the last vehicle in zone 2 
arrives to Line B. Vehicle densities in Zone 2 are recorded when the last vehicle 
in Zone 2 reaches the centre of Zone 2. 
Step 2: Step one is repeated with D1, D2, D4 and D5. 
While running the test case, the user should turn off any non-relevant models, 
except the traffic simulation model. 

Expected 
result 

The relationship between driving speeds and vehicle densities in Zone 2 as well 
as the flows across Line A vs vehicle densities in Zone 2 are plotted and 
compared with the underlying assumptions used in the traffic evacuation model. 

Test 
method 

The test method is a qualitative verification of the vehicle movement. 

User’s 
actions 

The effectiveness of this test can be improved by setting additional prescriptions 
in relation to the type of model under consideration. For example, in the case of 
models that use a network approach, results may be dependent on the 
configuration of the network/grid adopted. For grid-based models, 
considerations should also be made by the tester on the necessity of performing 
this test with different configurations (e.g. simulating the default cell size and a 
set of both reduced and increased cell sizes) in order to test the sensitivity of the 
results to cell size. The method for setting up the destination should be reported. 
The model tester should also report if the vehicle exhibits 
acceleration/deceleration during the movement. The tester may also show results 
in relation to different time intervals adopted for the estimation of flows, people 
densities and walking speeds. 
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T.5 Vehicle speed reduction in reduced visibility conditions 
Objective Assess consistency between implemented relationship between reduced 

speed due to smoke and hand-calculated results. 
Geometry A road with a single carriageway considering movement on a single lane 

for a total length of 1000 m (see Figure 16). The road type should 
correspond to a speed limit equal to 70 km/h. 

 
Figure 16. Geometry of scenario T.5. 

Scenario(s) One vehicle with an assigned free flow speed corresponding to the speed 
limit (70 km/h) moving along the road (from start to destination), with a 
given set visibility value. Repeat the test varying the initial density of 
vehicle on the road (e.g. using 5 vehicle density levels ranging from 1 
veh/km/lane to the vehicle density corresponding to a congested scenario) 
and five visibility values (no smoke, and four different levels of visibility, 
e.g. visibility corresponding to an optical density per m of 0.05 m-1, 0.10 
m-1, 0.15 m-1and 0.20 m-1). While running the test case, the user should turn 
off any non-relevant models, except the traffic simulation model. 

Expected result The vehicle should cover the distance of the road in the expected time (to 
be calculated in accordance with the modelling assumptions adopted) 

Test method The test method is a quantitative verification of model results, i.e. the 
difference between the expected result and the simulation results. 

User’s actions The effectiveness of this test can be improved by setting additional 
prescriptions in relation to the type of model under consideration. For 
example, in the case of models that use a network approach, results may be 
dependent on the configuration of the network/grid adopted. For grid-based 
models, considerations should also be made by the tester on the necessity 
of performing this test with different configurations (e.g. simulating the 
default cell size and a set of both reduced and increased cell sizes) in order 
to test the sensitivity of the results to cell size. The method for setting up 
the destination should be reported. The model tester should also report if 
the vehicle exhibits acceleration/deceleration during the movement. 
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T.6 Flow at destination 
Objective Assess consistency between maximum flow rates at destination and model 

representation. 
Geometry A road with a single carriageway considering movement on a single lane for 

a total length of 1000 m (see Figure 17). The road type should correspond to 
a speed limit equal to 90 km/h. 

 
Figure 17. Geometry of scenario T.6. 

Scenario(s) Calculate 5 vehicle density levels ranging from 1 veh/km/lane to the vehicle 
density corresponding to a congested scenario (Density 1=D1=1 veh/km/lane, 
D2, D3, D4 and D5, where D5=density leading to stopped vehicles on the road 
segment). The vehicles are uniformly distributed in the entire road segment. 
They have an initial free flow speed equal to the speed limit.  
Step 1: Assign a number of vehicles corresponding to the D3 vehicle density 
on the road segment to move to the right towards the destination of the road 
segment.  
Step 2: Step one is repeated with D1, D2, D4 and D5. While running the test 
case, the user should turn off all the non-relevant modelling layers, except the 
traffic simulation model.  
While running the test case, the user should turn off any non-relevant models, 
except the traffic simulation model. 

Expected 
result 

The flow rate at the destination over the entire period should not exceed a pre-
defined maximum threshold. 

Test method The test method is a quantitative evaluation of model results, i.e. the 
comparison between the results produced by the model and the maximum flow 
rate. 

User’s 
actions 

The effectiveness of this test can be improved by setting additional 
prescriptions in relation to the type of model under consideration. For 
example, in the case of models that use a network approach, results may be 
dependent on the configuration of the network/grid adopted. For grid-based 
models, considerations should also be made by the tester on the necessity of 
performing this test with different configurations (e.g. simulating the default 
cell size and a set of both reduced and increased cell sizes) in order to test the 
sensitivity of the results to cell size. The method for setting up the destination 
should be reported. If the model represents flows as an emergent property, the 
maximum flow rate for the test should be defined by the tester in relation to 
the underlying assumptions used during the development of the model. The 
model tester should document the assumptions adopted in the representation 
of the flows (emergent flow or user-defined). 
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T.7 Group evacuation 
Objective Assess consistency between the conceptual representation of group 

evacuation of vehicles leaving the same household and the modelled 
representation of group evacuation. 

Geometry A road with a single carriageway considering movement on a single lane 
with a starting point off-centre leading to two destinations for a total length 
of either 1000 m or 2000 m (see Figure 18). The road type should 
correspond to a speed limit equal to 90 km/h. 

 
Figure 18. Geometry of scenario T.7. 

Scenario(s) More than one vehicle leaves the household with an assigned free flow 
speed corresponding to the speed limit (90 km/h) moving along the road 
(from start to Destination B). Two sub-cases are conducted, one without 
any initial density on the road and one with an initial density of vehicles 
corresponding to 50 % of the capacity of the road. The vehicles leave the 
start location at the same time. While running the test case, the user should 
turn off any non-relevant models, except the traffic simulation model. 

Expected result The vehicles should take the same route to the destination and cover the 
distance of the road in approximately the same expected time (to be 
calculated in accordance with the modelling assumptions adopted) 

Test method The test method is a quantitative verification of model results, i.e. the 
difference between the expected result and the simulation results. 

User’s actions The effectiveness of this test can be improved by setting additional 
prescriptions in relation to the type of model under consideration. For 
example, in the case of models that use a network approach, results may be 
dependent on the configuration of the network/grid adopted. For grid-based 
models, considerations should also be made by the tester on the necessity 
of performing this test with different configurations (e.g. simulating the 
default cell size and a set of both reduced and increased cell sizes) in order 
to test the sensitivity of the results to cell size. The method for setting up 
the destination should be reported. The model tester should also report if 
the vehicle exhibits acceleration/deceleration during the movement.  
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T.8 Lane changing/overtaking 
Objective Assess consistency between conceptual vehicle capacity to overtake on a 

single road type and modelled representation of overtaking. 
Geometry A road with a single carriageway (two lanes per direction of movement for 

a total of four lanes) considering movement for a total length of 1000 m 
(see Figure 19). The road type should correspond to a speed limit equal to 
90 km/h. 
 

 
Figure 19. Geometry of scenario T.7. 

Scenario(s) One vehicle starts with an assigned movement speed that is lower than the 
free flow speed moving along the road (from start to destination). Another 
vehicle is injected right after the first vehicle with an assigned free flow 
speed corresponding to the speed limit (90 km/h) moving along the road 
(from start to destination). While running the test case, the user should turn 
off any non-relevant models, except the traffic simulation model. 

Expected result The faster vehicle should overtake the slowest vehicle and cover the 
distance of the road in the expected time (to be calculated in accordance 
with the modelling assumptions adopted) 

Test method The test method is a quantitative verification of model results, i.e. the 
difference between the expected result and the simulation results. 

User’s actions The effectiveness of this test can be improved by setting additional 
prescriptions in relation to the type of model under consideration. For 
example, in the case of models that use a network approach, results may be 
dependent on the configuration of the network/grid adopted. For grid-based 
models, considerations should also be made by the tester on the necessity 
of performing this test with different configurations (e.g. simulating the 
default cell size and a set of both reduced and increased cell sizes) in order 
to test the sensitivity of the results to cell size. The method for setting up 
the destination should be reported. The model tester should also report if 
the vehicle exhibits acceleration/deceleration during the movement.  
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T.9 Acceleration/deceleration 
Objective Assess consistency between acceleration and deceleration for speed 

assignment of one vehicle on a single road type and model representation of 
acceleration and deceleration. 

Geometry A road with a single carriageway considering movement on a single lane for a 
total length of 1000 m + 1000 m (see Figure 20) with an intersection (the user 
can choose the length of the intersecting road; in this example this is equal to 
1000 m). The road type should correspond to a speed limit equal to 90 km/h. 
 

 
Figure 20. Geometry of scenario T.9. 

Scenario(s) One vehicle with an assigned free flow speed corresponding to the speed limit 
(90 km/h) moving along the road (from start to destination) stopping at the 
intersection. Repeat the test removing the intersection from the road. While 
running the test case, the user should turn off any non-relevant models, except 
the traffic simulation model. 

Expected 
result 

The vehicle should cover the distance of the road in the expected time for both 
tests (to be calculated in accordance with the modelling assumptions adopted) 

Test 
method 

The test method is a quantitative verification of model results, i.e. the 
difference between the expected result and the simulation results. 

User’s 
actions 

The effectiveness of this test can be improved by setting additional 
prescriptions in relation to the type of model under consideration. For example, 
in the case of models that use a network approach, results may be dependent 
on the configuration of the network/grid adopted. For grid-based models, 
considerations should also be made by the tester on the necessity of performing 
this test with different configurations (e.g. simulating the default cell size and 
a set of both reduced and increased cell sizes) in order to test the sensitivity of 
the results to cell size. The method for setting up the destination should be 
reported.  
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T.10 Road accident 
Objective Assess the impact of road accident on traffic flow by checking consistency 

between the simulated evacuation time for one vehicle with a speed 
assignment on a single road type and model representation for road 
accidents. This is aimed at predicting the link response in case of crash (i.e., 
how the flow changes). 

Geometry A road with a single carriageway considering movement on a single lane 
for a total length of 1000 m (see Figure 21). The road type should 
correspond to a speed limit equal to 90 km/h. 
 

 
Figure 21. Geometry of scenario T.10. 

Scenario(s) One vehicle with an assigned free flow speed corresponding to the speed 
limit (90 km/h) moving along the road (from start to destination). After 10 
s in the simulation, an event is triggered, and the road accident is 
implemented in the road segment leading towards the Destination. Two 
sub-cases are conducted. The first changes the free-flow speed to stall 
speed > 0 after the implementation of the road accident, for the remaining 
duration of the test. The second changes the free-flow speed to stall speed 
equal to 0 for the remaining duration of the test. A time limitation is needed 
to prevent infinite simulation time. While running the test case, the user 
should turn off any non-relevant models, except the traffic simulation 
model.   

Expected result The vehicle should cover the distance of the road in the expected time (to 
be calculated in accordance with the modelling assumptions adopted) 

Test method The test method is a quantitative verification of model results, i.e. the 
difference between the expected result and the simulation results. 

User’s actions The effectiveness of this test can be improved by setting additional 
prescriptions in relation to the type of model under consideration. For 
example, in the case of models that use a network approach, results may be 
dependent on the configuration of the network/grid adopted. For grid-based 
models, considerations should also be made by the tester on the necessity 
of performing this test with different configurations (e.g. simulating the 
default cell size and a set of both reduced and increased cell sizes) in order 
to test the sensitivity of the results to cell size. The method for setting up 
the destination should be reported. The model tester should also report if 
the vehicle exhibits acceleration/deceleration during the movement. 
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T.11 Intersection 
Objective Assess consistency between speed assignment of one vehicle on multiple 

road segments and model representation for unsignalized intersections. 
Geometry A road with a single carriageway considering movement on a single lane 

for a total length of 1000 m + 1000 m (see Figure 22) with an unsignalized 
intersection (the user can choose the length of the intersecting road, in this 
example this is equal to 1000 m). The road type before and after the 
intersection should correspond to a speed limit equal to 90 km/h. 

 
Figure 22. Geometry of scenario T.11. 

Scenario(s) One vehicle with an assigned free flow speed corresponding to the speed 
limit (90 km/h) moving along the road (from start to destination). While 
running the test case, the user should turn off any non-relevant models, 
except the traffic simulation model. 

Expected result The vehicle should cover the distance of the road in the expected time (to 
be calculated in accordance with the modelling assumptions adopted) 

Test method The test method is a quantitative verification of model results, i.e. the 
difference between the expected result and the simulation results. 

User’s actions The effectiveness of this test can be improved by setting additional 
prescriptions in relation to the type of model under consideration. For 
example, in the case of models that use a network approach, results may be 
dependent on the configuration of the network/grid adopted. For grid-based 
models, considerations should also be made by the tester on the necessity 
of performing this test with different configurations (e.g. simulating the 
default cell size and a set of both reduced and increased cell sizes) in order 
to test the sensitivity of the results to cell size. The method for setting up 
the destination should be reported. The model tester should also report if 
the vehicle exhibits acceleration/deceleration during the movement. 
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T.12 Forced Destination 
Objective Assess consistency between the conceptual implementation of a forced 

destination and the model representation of a forced destination. 
Geometry A road with a single carriageway considering movement on a single lane 

with a starting point off-centre leading to two destinations for a total length 
of either 1000 m or 2000 m (see Figure 23). The road type should 
correspond to a speed limit equal to 90 km/h.  
 

 
Figure 23. Geometry of scenario T.12. 

Scenario(s) One vehicle with an assigned free flow speed corresponding to the speed 
limit (90 km/h) moving along the road (from start to destination). The 
vehicle is forced to go towards Destination B through the implementation 
of a forced destination. If forced destinations cannot be implemented, the 
vehicle would by default drive towards Destination A since it is both the 
closest and fastest route. While running the test case, the user should turn 
off any non-relevant models, except the traffic simulation model. 

Expected result The vehicle should cover the distance and drive to Destination B. 
Test method The test method is a quantitative verification of model results, i.e. the 

difference between the expected result and the simulation results. 
User’s actions The effectiveness of this test can be improved by setting additional 

prescriptions in relation to the type of model under consideration. For 
example, in the case of models that use a network approach, results may be 
dependent on the configuration of the network/grid adopted. The method 
for setting up the destination should be reported.  
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T.13 Destination choice in traffic 
Objective Assess consistency between the conceptual implementation of destination 

choice and model representation of destination choice. 
Geometry A road with a single carriageway considering movement on a single lane 

with a starting point off-centre leading to two destinations for a total length 
of either 1000 m or 2000 m (see Figure 24). The road leading towards 
Destination A corresponds to a speed limit equal to 30 km/h for 1000 m. 
The road leading towards Destination B corresponds to a speed limit equal 
to 120 km/h for 2000 m. 

 
Figure 24. Geometry of scenario T.13. 

Scenario(s) One vehicle with an assigned free flow speed corresponding to the speed 
limits (30 km/h and 120 km/h) moving along the road (from start to 
destination). Repeat the test for each destination choice method that is 
available (e.g. destination based on shortest route, fastest route, any other 
condition such as smoke that affects the selection). While running the test 
case, the user should turn off any non-relevant models, except the traffic 
simulation model. 

Expected result The vehicle should drive towards the correct destination that corresponds 
to the route choice made and cover the distance of the road in the expected 
time (to be calculated in accordance with the modelling assumptions 
adopted) 

Test method The test method is a quantitative verification of model results, i.e. the 
difference between the expected result and the simulation results. 

User’s actions The effectiveness of this test can be improved by setting additional 
prescriptions in relation to the type of model under consideration. The 
method for setting up the destination should be reported. The model tester 
should also report if the vehicle exhibits acceleration/deceleration during 
the movement. 
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T.14 Route choice in traffic 
Objective Assess consistency between the conceptual implementation of destination 

choice and model representation of destination choice. 
Geometry A road with a single carriageway considering movement on a single lane 

with a starting point connecting two separate roads leading to the same 
destination for a total length of either 4000 m or 2000 m (see Figure 25). 
The road type for the longer route should correspond to a speed limit equal 
to 120 km/h. The road type for the shorter route should correspond to a 
speed limit equal to 30 km/h. 

 
Figure 25. Geometry of scenario T.14. 

Scenario(s) One vehicle with an assigned free flow speed corresponding to the speed 
limits (30 km/h and 120 km/h) moving along the road (from start to 
destination). Repeat the test for each destination choice method that is 
available (e.g. destination based on shortest route, fastest route, any other 
condition such as smoke that affects the selection). While running the test 
case, the user should turn off any non-relevant models, except the traffic 
simulation model. 

Expected result The vehicle should drive to the correct route that corresponds to the route 
choice made and cover the distance of the road in the expected time (to be 
calculated in accordance with the modelling assumptions adopted) 

Test method The test method is a quantitative verification of model results, i.e. the 
difference between the expected result and the simulation results. 

User’s actions The effectiveness of this test can be improved by setting additional 
prescriptions in relation to the type of model under consideration. The 
method for setting up the destination should be reported.  
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T.15 Vehicle demand vs arrival distribution 
Objective Assess consistency between implemented relationship for number of 

vehicles distributed in the traffic system and hand-calculated result. 
Geometry A road with a single carriageway considering movement on a single lane 

for a total length of 1000 m (see Figure 26). The road type should 
correspond to a speed limit equal to 90 km/h. 

 
Figure 26. Geometry of scenario T.15. 

Scenario(s) Implement given numbers of vehicles (2, 50, and 100) with an assigned 
free flow speed corresponding to the speed limit (90 km/h) moving along 
the road (from start to destination). While running the test case, the user 
should turn off any non-relevant models, except the traffic simulation 
model. 

Expected result The number of vehicles reaching the destination should correspond to the 
implemented number of vehicles assigned to the traffic system (to be 
calculated in accordance with the modelling assumptions adopted). 

Test method The test method is a quantitative verification of model results, i.e. the 
difference between the expected result and the simulation results. 

User’s actions The effectiveness of this test can be improved by setting additional 
prescriptions in relation to the type of model under consideration. For 
example, in the case of models that use a network approach, results may be 
dependent on the configuration of the network/grid adopted. For grid-based 
models, considerations should also be made by the tester on the necessity 
of performing this test with different configurations (e.g. simulating the 
default cell size and a set of both reduced and increased cell sizes) in order 
to test the sensitivity of the results to cell size. The method for setting up 
the destination should be reported. 
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WT.1 Route loss 
Objective Assess consistency between the conceptual implementation of route loss 

(e.g., generated by the fire) and the model representation of route loss. 
Geometry A road with a single carriageway considering movement on a single lane 

with an intersection with two roads leading to the same destination for a 
total length of either 1000 m + 4000 m, or 1000 m + 2000 m (see Figure 
27). The road type should correspond to a speed limit equal to 90 km/h. 

 
Figure 27. Geometry of scenario WT.1. 

Scenario(s) One vehicle with an assigned free flow speed corresponding to the speed 
limit (90 km/h) moving along the road (from start to destination). After 10 
s in the simulation (before the vehicle leaves the first segment), an event is 
triggered, and the 2000 m road before the Destination is closed. The vehicle 
would by default drive to the Destination via the shorter route since it is 
both a closer and faster route. While running the test case, the user should 
turn off any non-relevant models, except the traffic simulation model. 

Expected result The vehicle should change its route after the event is implemented to the 
longer route, cover the distance of the road in the expected time (to be 
calculated in accordance with the modelling assumptions adopted, e.g. the 
time of the longer route) 

Test method The test method is a quantitative verification of model results, i.e. the 
difference between the expected result and the simulation results. 

User’s actions The effectiveness of this test can be improved by setting additional 
prescriptions in relation to the type of model under consideration. For 
example, in the case of models that use a network approach, results may be 
dependent on the configuration of the network/grid adopted. The method 
for setting up the destination should be reported. The user should also report 
the impact of the loss of route for the vehicles that are on the loss route on 
the moment when this is triggered. 
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WT.2 Lane reversal 
Objective Assess the impact of lane reversal (e.g. by increasing road capacity) by 

checking the consistency between the simulated evacuation time and the 
calculated one of a vehicle on a single road type with given traffic densities 
for uni-directional movement. 

Geometry A road with a single carriageway considering movement on a single lane 
for a total length of 1000 m (see Figure 28). The road type should 
correspond to a speed limit equal to 90 km/h. 

 
Figure 28. Geometry of scenario WT.2. 

Scenario(s) One vehicle with an assigned free flow speed corresponding to the speed 
limit (90 km/h) moving along the road (from start to destination). After 30 
s in the simulation, an event is triggered and lane reversal is implemented 
in the entire road segment. Repeat the test varying the initial density of 
vehicle on the road (e.g., using 5 vehicle density levels linearly from 1 
veh/km/lane to the vehicle density corresponding to the vehicle being 
stopped considering the portion of the road before the implementation of 
the lane reversal). While running the test case, the user should turn off any 
non-relevant models, except the traffic simulation model. 

Expected result The vehicle should cover the distance of the road in the expected time (to 
be calculated in accordance with the modelling assumptions adopted) 

Test method The test method is a quantitative verification of model results, i.e. the 
difference between the expected result and the simulation results. 

User’s actions The effectiveness of this test can be improved by setting additional 
prescriptions in relation to the type of model under consideration. For 
example, in the case of models that use a network approach, results may be 
dependent on the configuration of the network/grid adopted. For grid-based 
models, considerations should also be made by the tester on the necessity 
of performing this test with different configurations (e.g. simulating the 
default cell size and a set of both reduced and increased cell sizes) in order 
to test the sensitivity of the results to cell size. The method for setting up 
the destination should be reported. The model tester should also report if 
the vehicle exhibits acceleration/deceleration during the movement. 
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WT.3 Loss of exit or shelter 
Objective Assess consistency between the conceptual implementation of loss of 

exit/shelter and the model representation of loss of exit/shelter. 
Geometry A road with a single carriageway considering movement on a single lane 

with an intersection leading to two different destinations for a total length 
of either 1000 m + 1000 m, or 1000 m + 2000 m (see Figure 29). The road 
type should correspond to a speed limit equal to 90 km/h. 

 
Figure 29. Geometry of scenario WT.3. 

Scenario(s) One vehicle with an assigned free flow speed corresponding to the speed 
limit (90 km/h) moving along the road (from start to destination). After 30 
s in the simulation, an event is triggered, and Destination A is closed. The 
vehicle would by default drive towards Destination A since it is both a 
closer and faster route. While running the test case, the user should turn off 
any non-relevant models, except the traffic simulation model. 

Expected result The vehicle should change its destination after the event is implemented, 
cover the distance and drive to Destination B. 

Test method The test method is a quantitative verification of model results, i.e. the 
difference between the expected result and the simulation results. 

User’s actions The effectiveness of this test can be improved by setting additional 
prescriptions in relation to the type of model under consideration. The 
method for setting up the destination should be reported. The user should 
also report the impact of the loss of exit/shelters on the vehicles that are 
closely approaching it. 
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WT.4 Refuge capacity 
Objective Ensure the impact of refuge reaching its full capacity and the re-direction 

of traffic to the next refuge is correctly implemented. 
Geometry A road with a single carriageway considering movement on a single lane 

with an intersection leading to two different destinations for a total length 
of either 1000 m + 1000 m, or 1000m + 2000 m (see Figure 30). The road 
type should correspond to a speed limit equal to 90 km/h. 

 
Figure 30. Geometry of scenario WT.4. 

Scenario(s) Two vehicles with an assigned free flow speed corresponding to the speed 
limit (90 km/h) moving along the road (from start to destination). Both 
Destination A and B are refuges with capacity as emergency shelter for one 
person. The vehicles would by default drive towards Destination A since it 
is both a closer and faster route. While running the test case, the user should 
turn off any non-relevant models, except the traffic simulation model. 

Expected result The vehicles should cover the distance and drive to Destination A. When 
the first vehicle has reached the refuge and filled up its capacity, the second 
vehicle will change route and drive to Destination B.  

Test method The test method is a quantitative verification of model results, i.e. the 
difference between the expected result and the simulation results. 

User’s actions The effectiveness of this test can be improved by setting additional 
prescriptions in relation to the type of model under consideration. For 
example, in the case of models that use a network approach, results may be 
dependent on the configuration of the network/grid adopted. For grid-based 
models, considerations should also be made by the tester on the necessity 
of performing this test with different configurations (e.g. simulating the 
default cell size and a set of both reduced and increased cell sizes) in order 
to test the sensitivity of the results to cell size. The method for setting up 
the destination should be reported. 

 
4.5. Verification testing report discussion 

This discussion considers how each individual test performed according to the instructions and 
with results presented based on the reporting template in Annex A. The filled reporting 
templates are presented in Annex B. The discussion includes which features worked in the 
model, which features could not be represented in the model, discrepancies in the results and 
suggestions to what could have caused the discrepancies. 
 
A short summary of the key findings that were obtained from the tests performed is presented 
here. 
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Test P.1. Pedestrian re-distribution. This feature can be explicitly represented in the model. 
The algorithm has been run to ensure that the population is successfully re-distributed based on 
road access. 
 
Test P.2. Max vehicles per household. The population is inserted in the model and the 
algorithm is run to ensure that the number of vehicles is assigned to households. This worked 
as intended. 
 
Test P.3. Response curve. This feature can be explicitly represented in the model. Response 
curves are implemented in the model as cumulative distributions. Three linear curves from 
either 0-200s, 0-500s and 0-1000s have successfully been tested since the assignment of the 
cumulative curves has been checked by plotting the response times for each household.  
 
Test P.4 Pedestrian walking speed. WUI-NITY does not include a model for evacuation 
movement on foot, so this feature could not be tested. 
 
Test PT.1 Pedestrian distance to vehicle. This feature can be implicitly represented in the 
model. Doubling the distance modifier values corresponded to approximately double the 
distance (118 m and 178 m). Small differences (<2%) were observed due to the random 
placement of the population.  
 
Test T.1a. Uni-directional single vehicle flow. This feature can be explicitly represented in 
the model. One of the configurations had a difference in results between simulation and hand-
calculation. The difference for the 90 km/h configuration was 2 %. This was caused by the 
slightly different speed-density relationship equation implemented in the simulator (e.g. due to 
approximation of the curve during its programming) and hand calculations. 
 
Test T.1b. Uni-directional single vehicle flow. This feature can be explicitly represented in 
the model. There was a difference in results between simulation and hand-calculation of 0.9 %. 
This is caused by the slightly different speed-density relationship equation implemented in the 
simulator (e.g. due to approximation of the curve during its programming) and hand 
calculations. 
 
Test T.2. Background traffic. This feature can be implicitly represented in the model. There 
was a difference in results between simulation and hand-calculation of 1 %. This is caused by 
the slightly different speed-density relationship equation implemented in the simulator (e.g. due 
to approximation of the curve during its programming) and hand calculations. 
 
Test T.3. Change in carriageway configuration. This feature can be explicitly represented in 
the model. One of the configurations had a difference in results between simulation and hand-
calculation. The difference for the density level 5 configuration was 6 %. This was caused by 
the slightly different speed-density relationship equation implemented in the simulator (e.g. due 
to approximation of the curve during its programming) and hand calculations. In particular, the 
stall speed was approximated to 1.08 km/h in WUI-NITY rather than 1 km/h adopted in the 
hand calculations. The long runtime at this density level made this small difference in assumed 
speed more visible.  
 
Test T.4. Relationship between speed-density and flow-density. This feature can be 
explicitly represented in the model. Comparing the plotted relationship between driving speeds 
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and vehicle densities as well as vehicle flow and vehicle density with underlying assumptions 
shows that the relationship used do not exceed the values of the underlying assumptions. 
 
Test T.5. Vehicle speed reduction in reduced visibility conditions. This feature can be 
explicitly represented in the model. The observed differences were all below 3.3%. In 
particular, the stall speed was approximated to 1.08 km/h in WUI-NITY rather than 1 km/h 
adopted in the hand calculations. The long runtime at this density level makes this small 
difference in assumed speed more visible (this is capped with a time limitation that prevents the 
result from exceeding 3600 s). The overall difference in results is caused by the slightly 
different speed-density relationship equation implemented in the simulator (e.g., due to 
approximation of the curve during its programming) and hand calculations. 
 
Test T.6. Flow at destination. This feature can be explicitly represented in the model. The 
maximum flow threshold was not exceeded during the entire period of the test by the simulator. 
 
Test T.7. Group evacuation. This feature cannot be represented in the model since it is a 
macroscopic model. 
 
Test T.8. Lane changing/overtaking. This feature cannot be represented in the model since it 
is a macroscopic model. 
 
Test T.9. Acceleration/deceleration. This feature cannot be represented in the model since it 
is a macroscopic model. 
 
Test T.10. Road accident. This feature can be implicitly represented in the model. One of the 
configurations had a difference in results between simulation and hand-calculation. The 
difference for the configuration with stall speed of 1 km/h in results between simulation and 
hand-calculation of 0.007 %. The difference in result was small enough to be considered 
negligible. This was caused by the slightly different speed-density relationship equation 
implemented in the simulator (e.g. due to approximation of the curve during its programming) 
and hand calculations. 
 
Test T.11. Intersection. This feature can be partially represented in the model, i.e. this is a 
macroscopic model so only vehicles at aggregated levels are considered at intersections. There 
was no difference in results between simulation and hand-calculation. 
 
Test T.12. Forced Destination. This feature can be explicitly represented in the model. There 
was no difference in results between simulation and expectations.  
 
Test T.13. Destination choice in traffic. This feature can be explicitly represented in the 
model. This was caused by the slightly different speed-density relationship equation 
implemented in the simulator (e.g. due to approximation of the curve during its programming) 
and hand calculations. 
 
Test T.14. Route choice in traffic. This feature can be explicitly represented in the model. 
Both configurations had a difference in results between simulation and hand-calculation. The 
difference for the long route configuration was 0.8 %. The difference for the short route 
configuration was 0.8 %. This was caused by the slightly different speed-density relationship 
equation implemented in the simulator (e.g. due to approximation of the curve during its 
programming) and hand calculations. 
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Test T.15. Vehicle demand vs arrival distribution. This feature can be implicitly represented 
in the model. There was no difference in result between simulation, and hand-calculation and 
expectations in either of the configurations. 
 
Test WT.1. Route loss. This feature cannot be explicitly represented in the model since only 
destinations can be made unavailable.  
 
Test WT.2. Lane reversal. This feature can be explicitly represented in the model. One of the 
configurations had a difference in results between simulation and hand-calculation. The 
difference for the density level 4 configuration was 1 %. This is caused by the slightly different 
speed-density relationship equation implemented in the simulator (e.g. due to approximation of 
the curve during its programming) and hand calculations. 
 
Test WT.3. Loss of exit or shelter. This feature can be explicitly represented in the model. 
There was no difference in result between simulation and expectations. 
 
Test WT.4. Refuge capacity. This feature can be implicitly represented in the model. There 
was no difference in result between simulation and expectations. 
 
 
Most of the verification tests could be conducted in the simulation except those that required a 
microscopic modelling approach. The difference in result ranged from 0.5 – 8 %. 
Approximations in the implementation of the fundamental diagram caused small differences in 
speeds used in the simulation, thus affecting test results. The tests that had no difference in 
result also had no differences in used speeds. The reason these did not influence the results 
could be caused by time-step approximations errors that made the difference negligible. The 
tests had a short run time, having less time-steps to cause this discrepancy. In the tests with 
lower result differences, the test run time was overall shorter because of higher used speeds, 
providing less time-steps to give time differences. In the test with higher result differences, the 
test run time was overall long and was approaching or using stall speed. When the stall speed 
is used, the test run time increases close to 3600 time steps. The difference in speeds used in 
simulation and hand calculation are very low (≈ 0.07 km/h), but in a test with 3600 time steps, 
the impact of the speed difference becomes more prominent the longer the test goes on. All in 
all, WUI-NITY seemed to have performed as expected and differences with hand calculations 
could overall be considered negligible considering the uncertainty associated with the scale of 
a real event.  
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5. Validation testing for WUI fire traffic evacuation models 
As part of the V&V process, validation is performed to ensure that a simulation model produces 
not only accurate results, but results representative of real-world conditions. In this report, the 
functionality subjected to validation is the core traffic component in WUI-NITY, i.e., the 
fundamental diagrams (i.e., speed-density and flow-density relationships), with the 
acknowledgement that other aspects of the model, such as route choice, and response behaviour, 
require validation in future work. 
 

5.1. Preliminary validation of speed-density and flow-density 
relationships 

A preliminary validation is performed on the speed-density and flow-density relationships 
adopted by WUI-NITY (Dixit & Wolshon, 2014). This is performed by extracting traffic data 
(occupancy, flow and speed) for a specific set of roadways before and during a fire event in 
California, US (Wong et al., 2020). The data is used to construct new fundamental diagrams 
for speed-density and flow-density during evacuation traffic and routine non-emergency traffic, 
which is then compared to the theoretical fundamental diagram used in WUI-NITY. By doing 
so, WUI-NITY can be evaluated for its accuracy in representing traffic movement during an 
actual WUI fire evacuation.  
 
The theoretical fundamental diagram used in WUI-NITY is based on values provided by the 
Highway Capacity Manual (Transportation Research, 2016) (see Section 6 of this report) and 
is an implementation of the Lighthill-Whitman-Richards (Lighthill & Whitham, 1955) and 
Greenshields model (Greenshields, 1936). Using this method, an individual fundamental 
diagram is used for each road type (Ding, 2011; Ronchi et al., 2020; Wahlqvist et al., 2021). 
Figure 31 for instance, shows the relationship for a rural freeway and a freeway downtown with 
speed limits respectively of 70 mi/h (≈ 112.7 km/h) and 55 mi/h (≈ 88.5 km/h) and a peak flow 
of 1900 and 1800 veh/h/lane. The fundamental relationships between speed, flow and density 
require separate investigation and validation. 
 
Due to the parabolical assumption of the Lighthill-Whitman-Richards / Greenshields Model, 
the peak flow is reached at half of the free-flow speed (35 mi/h ≈ 56.5 km/h, for the example in 
the rural freeway in Figure 31). Next, the density corresponding to the peak flow can be 
calculated as the ratio of the peak flow to the corresponding speed (54.3 veh/mi/lane ≈ 33.8 
v/km/lane for the rural freeway in Figure 31). The maximum density or jam density is the double 
of this peak density (108.6 veh/mi/lane ≈ 67.5 veh/km/lane for rural freeway), again due to the 
parabolical assumption. The same calculation can be made for a freeway in an urban context. 
This is also presented in Figure 31. 
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Figure 31. Theoretical fundamental diagrams adopted in WUI-NITY for an example rural roadway 
and freeway down-town road types. 

 

5.2. Data sourcing and extraction 
The analysed traffic data was collected by the California Department of Transportation 
(Caltrans). The data is accessed through the Caltrans Performance Measurement System 
(PeMS) website3 which gathers real time traffic data (e.g., speed, flow, occupancy) from 

 
3 https://pems.dot.ca.gov/ 
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sensors distributed along freeways in California (Chen, 2002). The database was chosen 
because of the availability of both routine and evacuation data in open access for specific road 
types commonly used in WUI fire evacuation. 
 
The PeMS website provides access to data from 45 658 detectors, distributed over the freeways 
of California. Caltrans uses a variety of detector types to collect these data including, loop 
detectors, magnetometers, radars, ultrasonic detectors, and laser detectors. Some detectors, like 
single loop detectors, are not able to directly measure speed. PeMS developers have worked on 
algorithms that estimate the speed at those detectors. These algorithms assume a predefined 
free-flow speed for low traffic density and employ real-time and historical data from the 
detector and its neighbours to assume the vehicle length and subsequently calculate vehicle 
speed. 
 
The data that is used to validate the fundamental diagrams is provided in five-minute intervals. 
In those brief intervals, average vehicle lengths vary significantly, especially when traffic is 
light since a lower number of vehicles would be more affected by the length of one individual 
vehicle. Poor length estimations may lead to inaccurate speeds and densities. Although 
algorithms that estimate speed are valuable tools for general traffic analyses, they can introduce 
a significant amount of uncertainty. Moreover, they provide biased estimations when the 
vehicle mix (i.e., types of vehicles and their associated lengths) is different from usual, which 
is likely during wildfire evacuation. 
 
Therefore, only detectors that actually measure the speed, such as dual loop detectors and 
magnetometers, were considered in this current validation effort. The loop detectors use a wire 
coil that measures change in inductance when a vehicle drives by. A single loop can detect the 
traffic flow (number of vehicles that pass by the detector during the sampling period) and the 
occupancy (fraction of the sampling period for which a vehicle is present at the detector’s 
location). The dual loop detectors consist of two loops, typically positioned 3 to 4 meters apart 
from each other and measure speed by the difference in detection time. The magnetometers 
operate in a similar way but apply pulse measurements (Chen, 2002; Klein et al., 1996). There 
are two modes of operations for detecting vehicles, presence and pulse. The presence mode of 
operation provides a constant output while a vehicle is over the loop detection area. The pulse 
operating mode generates a short pulse each time a vehicle enters the loop detection area.  
 

5.3. Detector’s health 
For several reasons (e.g. communication or hardware/software failures/malfunctioning, false 
positives, weather conditions, etc.), detectors or controllers might produce inaccurate or false 
information. The PeMS database automatically detects almost all ‘unhealthy’ detectors and 
controllers and replaces the unreliable data with reasonable data. This reasonable data is based 
on the healthy neighbours and rescaled to the unhealthy detector, employing linear relationships 
between the detectors. Those linear relationships are established using historical data. 
 
Unhealthy detectors do not provide new information and were therefore not considered in this 
validation process. Moreover, during evacuations, it is likely that traffic flow (due to route 
choice) may differ from the usual situation and the relationships in routine traffic might not be 
adequate. 
 

5.4. Data processing 
In order to validate WUI-NITY’s theoretical fundamental diagram, it is necessary to calculate 
the density for each time interval using the data from the PeMS database. The density 𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖 
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(number of vehicles per unit of length) at the detectors position relates to the flow 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖 and the 
average vehicle speed �̅�𝑣𝑖𝑖 at the detector, at time interval 𝑖𝑖. This is shown in Equation 1. 
 

𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖 = 𝑞𝑞𝑖𝑖/�̅�𝑣𝑖𝑖 (𝐸𝐸𝑞𝑞𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 1) 
 
Next, the data can be presented in different graphs, as illustrated in Figure 32. 
 

 
Figure 32. Example of data processing and plotting. 

5.5.  Kincade Fire case study 
Evacuation traffic data collected during the 2019 Kincade fire evacuation was analysed as a 
case study in this validation, together with routine non-emergency traffic data from the weeks 
prior to the fire. The Kincade Fire data set was selected because it is a well-documented case 
and has been subjected to other studies allowing for future comparison (Kuligowski et al., 2022; 
Wong et al., 2020; Zhao, Xu, Yang, et al., 2021). The 2019 Kincade Fire After Action Report 
was used as an additional resource since it contains timeline information about the fire 
development and the evacuation (Sonoma Operational Area, 2020). 
 
The Kincade Fire started on October 23, 2019, northeast of Geyserville in Sonoma County, 
California and was contained on November 6, 2019. The fire burned 77,758 acres of land, and 
over 186,000 residents had to evacuate. The Sonoma County is divided into several evacuation 
zones. The California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection (CAL FIRE) documented the 
evacuation warning and order timeline as shown in Table 3, for the Kincade fire (Sonoma 
Operational Area, 2020). Some of the zones were subdivided (signified by A, B, C in the figure). 
A map of the zones and major highways affected by the fire is shown in Figure 33. 
 

Table 3. Evacuation orders active during which date, what zones and how large population were 
affected (redrawn from Sonoma Operational Area and the County of Sonoma, 2020). 
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Date Zones Population 
October 23 Geyserville 874 

October 26 AM 1,2,3 44,131 
October 26 PM 1,2,3,4,5,7 83,764 

October 27 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,10 186,651 
October 28 1,2,3,4,5,6,8A,9,10 136,148 
October 29 1,2,3,4B,5,6,8A,9,10 133,740 
October 30 1B,2,3C,5B 3,381 
October 31 1B,2,3C,5B 3,381 

November 1 1C,2,3C,5B (zone-size changes) 2,608 
November 2 1C,2,3C,5B (zone-size changes) 978 
November 3 Mandatory evacuation over 0 
November 6 Fire fully contained 

 

 
Figure 33. The 10 mandatory evacuation zones with connecting highways highlighted. Map taken 

from (Sonoma Operational Area, 2020). 
 
The highways that pass through the mandatory evacuation zones are Highways 101, 116, 128, 
12, and 1, with Highway 101 being the largest highway for Sonoma County4. Only highways 
101, 12 and 1 were equipped with traffic detection systems; however, the sections of Highway 
12 within the evacuation/affected area were without a traffic detection system. Since Highway 
1 was accessible primarily to those evacuating from Zone 7 and 8 and Highway 101 runs 
through the centre of the evacuated area, Highway 101 was chosen as the source for the 
validation data featured  in this report. Additionally, Highway 101 has a higher number of traffic 
detectors, making it the best highway from which to gather traffic evacuation data for this study. 
In the rural settings, highway 101 has two lanes and a speed limit of 70 mi/h (≈113 km/h) while 

 
4 https://scta.ca.gov/projects/highways/ 
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in the urban settings, three or four lanes can be present, and the speed limit is 65 mi/h (≈ 105 
km/h). Table 4 shows the width of road elements in rural and urban settings of Highway 101. 
 

Table 4. Roadway Information from the PeMS database and OpenStreetMap. 
Specification Rural setting Urban setting 

Number of lanes (-) 2 3 
Speed limitation passenger cars (km/h) 113 105 
Speed limitation heavy good vehicles (km/h) 89 89 
Road width (m) 7.32 7.32 
Lane width (m) 3.66 3.66 
Inner shoulder width (m) 1.52 1.52 
Outer shoulder width (m) 2.44 2.44 
Median width (m) 14.02 No Median 
Median type Unpaved No Median 
Road surface material Concrete Concrete 
Location of segment L1 (see Figure 34) L5 (see Figure 34) 

 
5.6.  Data selection 

The following four considerations were used to decide which detectors from which to obtain 
data for the validation process. 
 

1. Where is the detector positioned? 
Detectors that are positioned on the ramps were not taken into account as driving 
behaviour may significantly differ from road segments on these ramps. 

2. Is speed measured (is the detector a dual loop detector or a magnetometer)? 
Detectors that do not measure speed were not considered as the speed estimation will 
introduce noise and is likely to be biased during the evacuation. 

3. Is the detector in good health at the time of the evacuation? 
The detector health information provided by the PeMS database identified a percentage 
of mainline detectors that were malfunctioning in Sonoma County during the period of 
interest (50.6% on Saturday the 26th and 67.9% on Sunday the 27th of October). Only 
locations for which all lanes have healthy detectors have been considered in this 
validation process. 

4. Is the detector sufficiently far from the other selected detectors? 
Detectors that are close to each other will provide correlated data. All considered 
detectors were positioned at least 2 km from their nearest neighbour. 
 

While aspects such as road slope, lane merging and other bottlenecks may influence the 
observed traffic data considered in this validation, their inclusion is outside the current project’s 
scope. It should be noted that these aspects might influence the relationships obtained (slopes 
might affect chosen driving velocity, bottlenecks might reduce the capacity, etc.). 
 
The above-mentioned selection process resulted in nine detector locations (L1 up to L9). For 
each location, the data was extracted for all lanes in each direction (N for north, south for S). 
The locations are shown in Figure 34 and Table 5. 
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Figure 34. Map with the location of the detectors (sourced from PeMS), the Kincade wildfire and the 

evacuation zones (Sonoma Operational Area, 2020). Figure based on Google Map with overlayed 
areas by the authors.  

 

Table 5. Detector’s location, ID, milepost, coordinates, type and number of lanes. 
Location PeMS ID Milepost Latitude Longitude Detector type Lanes 

L1N 402736 510.35 38.6982080 -122.892367 Magnetometer 2 
L2N 402729 508.26 38.6718630 -122.879711 Magnetometer 2 
L3N 402706 500.64 38.5771030 -122.836069 Magnetometer 2 
L4N 409673 491.98 38.4807600 -122.734495 Dual loop 3 
L5N 401603 487.13 38.4136930 -122.715906 Dual loop 3 
L6N 401605 483.68 38.3643270 -122.712405 Dual loop 3 
L7N 406562 482.42 38.3460870 -122.712867 Dual loop 3 
L8N 416587 476.85 38.2771900 -122.676476 Dual loop 3 
L9N 406289 472.52 38.2355510 -122.618943 Dual loop 2 
Location PeMS ID Milepost Latitude Longitude Detector type Lanes 

L1S 402737 509.68 38.6982080 -122.892367 Magnetometer 2 
L2S 402730 507.60 38.6718630 -122.879711 Magnetometer 2 
L3S 402707 499.98 38.5771030 -122.836069 Magnetometer 2 
L4S 409724 491.31 38.4807600 -122.734495 Dual loop 3 
L5S 401599 486.46 38.4136930 -122.715906 Dual loop 3 
L6S 401595 483.02 38.3643270 -122.712405 Dual loop 3 
L7S 406586 481.75 38.3460870 -122.712867 Dual loop 3 
L8S 416620 476.18 38.2771900 -122.676476 Dual loop 3 
L9S 406305 472.98 38.2355510 -122.618943 Dual loop 2 

L1

L2

L3

L4

L5

L6

L7

L8

L9

Zone of mandatory 

evacuation 

Wildfire 

Voluntary evacuation 
(warning only) 
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Data was extracted from three different periods, as shown in Table 6. Since the vast majority 
of people evacuated during the weekend (see Table 3), only the 26th to the 27th of October was 
considered for evacuation. To obtain a fair comparison with traffic conditions in routine 
situations, only weekend days were considered for the routine situation. 
 

Table 6. Time periods of data extraction. 
Situation Abbreviation Start End 

Routine R1 The 12th of October, 2019 The 13th of October, 2019 
Routine R2 The 19th of October, 2019 The 20th of October, 2019 
Evacuation E The 26th of October, 2019 The 27th of October, 2019 

 
Table 7 reports the health of all detectors, during the different measurement campaigns. Please 
note that one (e.g., L1N or L2S) consist of multiple detectors: one for each lane. Table 7 shows 
good health for all detectors, as it has been a selection criterion. 
 

Table 7. Health of detectors (%) during the different measurement campaigns. 
 L1N L2N L3N L4N L5N L6N L7N L8N L9N 
R1 98.8 98.8 98.8 98.8 98.8 98.8 98.8 98.8 98.8 
R2 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
E 98.8 98.8 98.8 98.8 98.8 98.8 98.8 98.8 98.8 
 L1S L2S L3S L4S L5S L6S L7S L8S L9S 
R1 98.8 98.8 82.1 98.8 98.8 98.8 98.8 98.8 98.8 
R2 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 / 
E 98.8 98.8 98.8 98.8 98.8 98.8 98.8 98.8 98.8 

 
The data was also subject to a visual inspection. This led to the elimination of L9SR2, even 
though no negative diagnoses had been made automatically. 
 
The PeMS database also collects incident reports by the California Highway Patrol. Tables 8, 
9, and 10 summarize the reported incidents on the US-101 within Sonoma County, CA. None 
of the incidents were classified as severe, as no injuries or fatalities occurred. 
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Table 8. Reported incidents on US-101 in Sonoma County, CA from the 12th to 13th of October 2019 
with duration longer than 5 minutes (R1). 

Post-
mile 

Start Time and 
duration Location Description 

499.1 10-12-19 08:30 
31 minutes 

Us101 N 
Arata Ln Ofr Traffic hazard: Styrofoam 

491.4 10-12-19 11:15 
25 minutes 

Us101 N 
Mendocino Ave Ofr Defective traffic signals 

485.4 10-12-19 12:10 
1 hour, 29 minutes 

Us101 N 
Todd Rd Onr Traffic hazard: orange cone 

493.3 10-12-19 13:38 
39 minutes 

Us101 N 
River Rd Ofr Collision, two passenger cars 

473.5 10-12-19 14:47 
26 minutes 

Us101 N 
E Washington St Onr Traffic hazard 

473.3 10-12-19 14:54 
2 hours, 33 minutes 

Us101 N 
E Washington St Ofr Collision, two passenger cars 

471.0 10-12-19 15:14 
4 hours, 38 minutes 

Us101 N 
Petaluma Blvd S Ofr Car accident, towed 

482.6 10-12-19 15:52 
52 minutes 

Us101 N 
Rohnert Park E Onr Traffic hazard: wood debris 

479.2 10-12-19 16:08 
36 minutes 

Us101 N 
Railroad Ave Ofr Traffic hazard: ladder 

473.5 10-13-19 14:49 
40 minutes 

Us101 N 
E Washington St Onr Collision, two passenger cars 

476.4 10-13-19 15:08 
28 minutes 

Us101 N 
Petaluma Blvd N Onr Collision, hit and run 

499.1 10-13-19 19:41 
7 hours, 4 minutes 

Us101 N 
Arata Ln Ofr Traffic hazard 

492.9 10-12-19 08:53 
18 minutes 

Us101 S 
River Rd Onr Collision, hit and run 

487.9 10-12-19 09:54 
28 minutes 

Us101 S 
SR12 W CON Collision, hit and run 

472.9 10-12-19 11:31 
13 minutes 

Us101 S 
E Washington St Ofr Traffic hazard: tire tread 

472.9 10-12-19 20:12 
43 minutes 

Us101 S 
E Washington St Ofr Brush fire 

476.9 10-13-19 14:15 
36 minutes 

Us101 S 
Pepper Rd Onr Collision, three passenger cars 

 
 
  

https://pems.dot.ca.gov/yui-dt0-href-data_5
https://pems.dot.ca.gov/yui-dt0-href-data_5
https://pems.dot.ca.gov/yui-dt0-href-data_1
https://pems.dot.ca.gov/yui-dt0-href-data_8
https://pems.dot.ca.gov/yui-dt0-href-data_9
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Table 9. Reported incidents on US-101 in Sonoma County, CA from the 19th to 20th of October 2019 
with duration longer than 5 minutes (R2). 

Post-
mile 

Start Time and 
duration Location Description 

502.0 10/19/19 12:39 
13 minutes 

Us101 N 
Healdsburg Ave Ofr 

Collision, two passenger cars, 
continued 

480.5 10/19/19 15:59 
13 minutes 

Us101 N 
W Sierra Ave Ofr Kitten next to road 

480.5 10/20/19 07:31 
13 minutes 

Us101 N 
W Sierra Ave Ofr Ladder and toolbox on road 

473.3 10/20/19 11:26 
7 minutes 

Us101 N 
E Washington St Ofr Traffic Hazard 

493.3 10/20/19 22:23 
84 minutes 

Us101 N 
River Rd Ofr Collision, one vehicle, towed 

491.5 10/19/19 11:42 
38 minutes 

Us101 S 
Mendocino Ave Ofr 

Block of Styrofoam on slow lane 

492.9 10/19/19 12:16 
4 hours, 21 minutes 

Us101 S 
River Rd Onr 

Overturned vehicle next to the road 

484.8 10/19/19 14:22 
42 minutes 

Us101 S 
Todd Rd Ofr 

Deer in the central ditch 

487 10/19/19 15:04 
19 minutes 

Us101 S 
Santa Rosa Ave Ofr 

Metal hoop on the road 

491.5 10/19/19 22:24 
3 hours, 13 minutes 

Us101 S 
Mendocino Ave Ofr 

Collision, pick-up truck hit guard 
rail, all lanes blocked 

517.4 10/20/19 08:46 
51 minutes 

Us101 S 
Dutcher Creek Rd Ofr 

Collision, passenger car a hit deer, 
continued 

492.9 10/20/19 14:54 
55 minutes 

Us101 S 
River Rd 

Small dog running on the road 

488.5 10/20/19 16:32 
17 minutes 

Us101 S 
Santa Rosa Ofr 

Two passenger cars in the central 
ditch, blocking the fast lane 

504.5 10/20/19 17:45 
43 minutes 

Us101 S 
Dry Creek Rd Ofr 

Vehicle caught on fire, towed 

 
  

https://pems.dot.ca.gov/yui-dt0-href-data_5
https://pems.dot.ca.gov/yui-dt0-href-data_5
https://pems.dot.ca.gov/yui-dt0-href-data_1
https://pems.dot.ca.gov/yui-dt0-href-data_8
https://pems.dot.ca.gov/yui-dt0-href-data_9
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Table 10. Reported incidents on US-101 in Sonoma County, CA from the 26th to 27th of October 2019 
with duration longer than 5 minutes (E). 

Post-
mile 

Start Time and 
duration Location Description 

482.3 10/26/19 13:50 
22 minutes 

Us101 N 
Rohnert Park Ofr Metal pole on the road 

493.3 10/26/19 15:36 
16 minutes 

Us101 N 
River Rd Ofr Collision, three vehicles, towed 

485.4 10/27/19 15:17 
4 hours, 3 minutes 

Us101 N 
Todd Rd Onr Dog stuck on the central ditch 

495.2 10/27/19 22:20 
1 hour, 30 minutes 

Us101 N 
Airport Blvd Onr Passenger car stuck in ditch 

517.4 10/26/19 10:40 
16 minutes 

Us101 S 
Dutcher Creek Rd Ofr Abandoned vehicle 

481.7 10/26/19 11:11 
50 minutes 

Us101 S 
Rohnert Park E Onr Collision, two vehicles, towed 

486.6 10/26/19 12:54 
20 minutes 

Us101 S 
Hearn Ave Ofr Fire coming from under food truck 

489.1 10/26/19 14:14 
17 minutes 

Us101 S 
College Ave Ofr Parked passenger car 

519.5 10/26/19 14:28 
7 minutes 

Us101 S 
Citrus Fair Dr Onr Tire chunk on road 

504.5 10/26/19 14:43 
10 minutes 

Us101 S 
Dry Creek Rd Ofr Collision, one vehicle involved 

489.1 10/27/19 00:33 
23 minutes 

Us101 S 
College Ave Ofr Large object on road 

487.7 10/27/19 04:52 
6 minutes 

Us101 S 
Sr12 E Con Collision, two vehicles involved 

470.9 10/27/19 06:06 
58 minutes 

Us101 S 
Petaluma Blvd S Ofr Hazard on road, fast lane closed 

483.2 10/27/19 08:01 
2 hours, 41 minutes 

Us101 S 
Golf Course Dr Ofr Collision, two vehicles, fire 

499.2 10/27/19 09:12 
18 minutes 

Us101 S 
Arata Ln Ofr Small brush fire 

 
Although some of the incidents led to lane closure, it was assessed that none of them had a 
considerable influence on the traffic behaviour at the detectors’ locations. This was concluded 
after a visual analysis of the data extracted, the study of the associated fundamental diagrams, 
and scrutiny of the time-series of traffic flow characteristics. 
 

5.7. Comparison of data and theoretical curve in WUI-NITY 
A comparison between the data obtained by extracting traffic flow data from the 2017 Kincade 
Fire and the theoretical curves adopted in WUI-NITY was performed. This comparison was 
accompanied by a set of additional curves fitted using fundamental diagrams commonly found 
in the traffic modelling literature. Figures 35 and 36 show the evacuation data (E) in the speed-
density plane and in the flow-density plane, respectively. The fitting method used is the least-
squares-method and has been applied to minimize the error on the speed prediction. Table 11 
presents the different models that have been fitted. The fitness of the models has been expressed 
as the root of the mean squared error (RMSE). This is in an indicator of the distance between 
the regression model and the observed data, i.e., a higher value corresponds to a poor fit of the 
regression model. It should be noted that 96% of all data lies in the density region of 0 to 20 
veh/km/lane. Therefore, the curves are optimized to fit well in this region.  

https://pems.dot.ca.gov/yui-dt0-href-data_5
https://pems.dot.ca.gov/yui-dt0-href-data_5
https://pems.dot.ca.gov/yui-dt0-href-data_1
https://pems.dot.ca.gov/yui-dt0-href-data_8
https://pems.dot.ca.gov/yui-dt0-href-data_9
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Table 11. Fitted models to 2019 Kincade fire evacuation traffic data (Highway 101) along with their 

parameters and best fit value.  

Model Relationship Parameters and 
best fit value 

Daganzo  
(bi-linear)  

(Daganzo, 1994) 
𝑣𝑣 = �

𝑣𝑣𝑓𝑓 ,                             0 ≤ 𝑘𝑘 ≤ 𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐

𝑞𝑞𝑐𝑐 �
1
𝑘𝑘
−

1
𝑘𝑘𝑗𝑗
� , 𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐 ≤ 𝑘𝑘 ≤ 𝑘𝑘𝑗𝑗

 

𝑣𝑣𝑓𝑓 = 105.3 km/h 
𝑞𝑞𝑐𝑐 = 1289 v/h/l 
𝑘𝑘𝑗𝑗 = 143.7 v/km/l 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸 = 4.67 km/h 

Greenshields 
(parabolic) 

(Greenshields, 1936) 
𝑣𝑣 = 𝑣𝑣𝑓𝑓 �1 −

𝑘𝑘
𝑘𝑘𝑗𝑗
� 

𝑣𝑣𝑓𝑓 = 112.1 km/h 
𝑘𝑘𝑗𝑗 = 58.8 v/km/l 

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸 = 6.29 km/h 
Underwood 

(Underwood, 1961) 
 

𝑣𝑣 = 𝑣𝑣𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒
− 𝑘𝑘
𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐 

𝑣𝑣𝑓𝑓 = 112.1 km/h 
𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐 = 46.4 v/km/l 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸 = 7.39 km/h 

Drake et al 
 (North Western) 

(Drake et al., 1967) 
𝑣𝑣 = 𝑣𝑣𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒

−12�
𝑘𝑘
𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐
�
2

 

𝑣𝑣𝑓𝑓 = 107.4 km/h 
𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐 = 23.4 v/km/l 
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸 = 3.41 km/h 

Wang et al 
(Five parameter logistics) 

(Wang et al., 2011) 

𝑣𝑣 = 𝑣𝑣𝑗𝑗 +
𝑣𝑣𝑓𝑓 − 𝑣𝑣𝑗𝑗

�1 + 𝑒𝑒�
𝑘𝑘−𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐
𝜃𝜃1

��
𝜃𝜃2

 

𝑣𝑣𝑓𝑓 = 107.1 km/h 
𝑣𝑣𝑗𝑗 = 0 km/h (fixed*) 
𝑘𝑘𝑐𝑐 = 12.3 v/km/l 
𝜃𝜃1 = 3.111  
𝜃𝜃2 = 0.185 

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝐸𝐸 = 4.14 km/h 
*The jam-speed 𝑣𝑣𝑗𝑗 was set to 0 km/h to prevent increasing density in case of congestion 

 

 
Figure 35. Speed-density diagram for the evacuation data (E) and best-fit curves. 
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Figure 36. Flow-density diagram for the evacuation data (E) and best-fit curves. It should be noted 

that the curves have been fitted on the speed-prediction and not to the flow. 

As shown in Figures 35 and 36, most of the datapoints are located in the low-density region. 
For 96% of the measurement intervals, the density is lower than 20 veh/km/lane. As a result, 
some curve fittings (Underwood for instance) demonstrate poor speed and flow predictions in 
the higher-density region. Future research could explore other fitting methods to address this 
issue. The bi-linear model Daganzo, the model by Drake et al, and the five-parameter model by 
Wang et al. show the best fit (both regarding the RMSE and by a visual inspection of the 
graphs).  
 
Figures 37 and 38 allow comparison of the evacuation data with the diagrams that are employed 
by WUI-NITY.  

  
Figure 37. Flow-density diagram for the evacuation data (E) and the curves employed by WINUITY. 
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Figures 38. Flow-density diagram for the evacuation data (E) and the curves employed by WINUITY. 

Considering a comparison with rural roads, the curve employed by WUI-NITY seems to 
overestimate the speed in the density range approximately from 20 veh/km/lane to 55 
veh/km/lane) while the close to zero seem to correspond well to the modelled free-flow speed. 
In other words, WUI-NITY seems to underestimate the headway distance between vehicles for 
all speeds. As a result, the flow, which is the product of density and speed, is generally 
overestimated. This could result in an underestimation of the evacuation time. 
 
In urban contexts, WUI-NITY assumes much lower speeds for light (or free-flow) traffic. These 
lower speeds do not seem to occur on the US101 during the 2019 Kincade Fire. For higher 
densities (over about 20 veh/km/lane), WUI-NITY appears to overestimate the speed. This may 
lead to future use of different types of fundamental diagrams which do not make use of a linear 
assumption. 
 
Figures 39 and 40 allow comparison of the flow-density and the speed-density relationship 
during routine traffic and evacuation traffic. 
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Figure 39. Flow-density diagram for the evacuation data (E) and the routine data (R1+R2). 
 

 
Figure 40. Speed-density diagram for the evacuation data (E) and the routine data (R1+R2). 

 
For little or light traffic, no significant difference in speed or flow is visible in the diagram. 
However, for more dense traffic (over 20 veh/km/lane), the speed and flow seem to be slightly 
lower during evacuation regimes. At the same speed, drivers maintain a greater headway. This 
adjustment in driving behaviour leads to longer evacuation times and should be captured in 
evacuation simulations. In a macroscopic model this would mean that lower traffic flow values 
should be adopted in mid to high density ranges compared to routine traffic. In microscopic 
models, the larger headways could be explicitly modelled. 
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6. Model developments 
This section presents the main software updates performed within the WUI-NITY 2 project. 
They are presented according to the modelling component under consideration and integration 
between components. The main developments in WUI-NITY were related to the wildfire and 
traffic modelling component as well as the integration between models. 
 

6.1. WUI-NITY updates on wildfire modelling 
Several updates were performed in the wildfire modelling layer of WUI-NITY. The main 
updated feature consisted in the inclusion of a built-in wildfire model within WUI-NITY. This 
feature has been added on top of the current capability of importing results from FARSITE 
(Finney, 1998). Specifically, the  BEHAVE model was integrated into WUI-NITY (Andrews, 
2007; Andrews & Bevins, 1999; Burgan, 1984). BEHAVE is a wildfire modelling tool which 
considers fuel and moisture conditions to obtain a set of key outputs, including surface and 
crown fire rate of fire spread and intensity, ignition probability, fire size, spotting distance, and 
tree mortality. BEHAVE source code is available openly in github 
(https://github.com/firelab/behave) thus providing model developers transparent access to the 
assumptions in use. The re-coding of BEHAVE within WUI-NITY allows for use of an 
extended Rothermel model (Andrews, 2007).  
 
In particular, wildfire modelling developments included the possibility to implement the so-
called “conditioning” of vegetation within WUI-NITY (i.e. this is to consider fuel moistures for 
a period before the fire simulation starts). An initial fuel moisture is considered. While this 
value is generally valid for a given period of time, conditioning takes the data and runs for a 
given period before the fire starts and updates this number in each cell in WUI-NITY based on 
different variables (Finney, 1998). The updated fuel moisture is calculated depending on 
elevation, aspect, slope and shading before the actual fire simulation starts. This allows for the 
implementation of the impact of topography and shading during the simulation. This practically 
means that moisture conditions of the fuel in a macro area is not constant, e.g. the moisture 
content of the fuel changes in relation to the local conditions. This allows WUI-NITY users to 
start the simulation days before the actual evacuation event. This in line with the methodology 
adopted in FARSITE (Finney, 1998). Weather and wind inputs can also now be considered 
directly within WUI-NITY. 
 
Wildfire spread modelling is performed in WUI-NITY using a cellular automata (CA) 
representation. This includes checking the spread rate calculated using the Rothermel model in 
every unique direction. Given the CA approach in use, the more unique directions, the better 
representation of the ellipsis. For example, this is an issue in cases of strong winds, as the 
ellipsis would be elongated in one direction, so lower resolution approximations may lead to 
larger errors. Three types of CA neighbourhoods were used, namely Von Neumann, 3x3 Moore 
and 5x5 Moore schemes (Tymstra et al., 2010).  
 

6.2. WUI-NITY updates on traffic evacuation modelling 
The main updates performed in WUI-NITY related to the use of the fundamental diagrams for 
speed-density and flow-density relationships based on the road capacity values listed in the 
Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) (Transportation Research, 2016). This practically means 
that WUI-NITY updates the maximum achievable speed based on the values reported in the 
HCM. A correspondence between the road system in the HCM and the one adopted in 
OpenStreetMap had to be done in order to use the values reported (see Table 12). It should be 
noted that the HCM category related to minor multilane highways was matched only with 

https://github.com/firelab/behave
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primary, secondary and tertiary extra-urban road types in OSM. This allows considering roads 
with separated carriageways or those with more than one lane per carriageway. 
 

Table 12. Correspondence between Open Street Map (OSM) road types and Highway Capacity 
Manual (HCM) road types. 

OSM (extra-urban) HCM (extra-urban) 
motorway freeway 
trunk with divided carriageways principal multilane highway 
trunk with single carriageway and two lanes in total principal two-lane highway 
primary principal two-lane highway 
secondary minor two-lane highway 
tertiary minor two-lane highway 
OSM (urban) HCM (urban) 
motorway/trunk (divided carriageways) urban freeway 
trunk (single carriageway) arterial 
primary arterial 
secondary collector 

 
The free-flow speed and maximum capacity values reported in HCM in relation to the 
associated road type are shown in Table 13. Speeds are reported in mi/h as originally in the 
HCM, these values are then translated in WUI-NITY in km/h. Road capacities are reported in 
vehicles/lane (veh/lane). 
 

Table 13. Correspondence between free-flow speeds and maximum capacity from the HCM.  
Facility type Area type Free-flow speed (mi/h) Maximum capacity (veh/ln) 

Freeway 

Downtown 55 1800 
Urban 60 1800 

Suburban 65 1900 
Rural 70 1900 

Principal 
Highway 

Rural 
Multilane 

55 1700 

Rural Two-
lane 

55 1300 

Minor 
Highway 

Rural 
Multilane 

45 1500 

Rural Two-
lane 

45 1300 

Arterial 
Downtown 25 700 

Urban 35 700 
Suburban 45 600 

Collector 
Downtown 25 600 

Urban 30 600 
Suburban 35 600 

 
A new feature was also developed in WUI-NITY to allow for speed reduction due to reduced 
visibility conditions based on a set of virtual reality experiments (Wetterberg et al., 2021). At 
this stage of development, this feature only allows to reduce driving speeds based on a global 
visibility value set by the user, since WUI-NITY does not currently implement a dedicated 
smoke model. Further information about this feature is available in a dedicated paper presenting 
this sub-model (Intini et al., 2021). 
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A development was added in the ability of WUI-NITY to set up a capacity limit to shelters. 
This has been performed in such a way that if a given destination shelter has reached its 
capacity, this destination is not available any longer and the evacuating population is re-directed 
to another available destination. Similarly, flows can now be capped at destinations in order to 
account for possible bottlenecks outside the area of study and have a more realistic 
representation of vehicles in the proximity of destinations or area boundaries. 
 
Regarding route choice, a new feature has been implemented so that evacuation groups can be 
represented. This is possible by painting on the map in the Graphical User Interface (GUI) that 
a given group will have a probability to go towards a given destination. 
 

6.3. WUI-NITY updates on model integration  
A set of improvements were performed in WUI-NITY to enhance integration with other 
models/tools. WUI-NITY was modified in order to be able to read landscape files format. This 
is a particularly interesting feature for future integration with other tools.  
 
It is also now possible to turn on and off different modelling layers in order to be able to use 
one or two modelling layers at the time rather than always the three of them. This feature is 
particularly useful for model input debugging or testing. 
 
Another important modification relates to the implementation of an algorithm which allows 
dynamic blocking of destination goals based on the fire spread. This is currently done 
dynamically so that a fire simulation can be run in real time and not only be pre-calculated 
through a FARSITE simulation. 
 
Further work was done to enhance trigger buffer calculations. This has been through the 
integration of the K-Peril tool, an updated version of the PERIL tool previously implemented 
in WUI-NITY (Mitchell, 2019). This work is presented in detail in section 6.4 
 

6.4. K-PERIL  
PERIL is an algorithm developed in a previous version of WUI-NITY (Ronchi et al., 2020), 
which was later developed into the improved k-PERIL algorithm. Its purpose is to use fire 
simulations to calculate the safety boundary around an inhabited area. The safety boundary is 
formed by finding all the points in space from which, once the fire reaches them, it will take a 
time equal to the evacuation time to reach the inhabited area. In mathematical notation, the 
WASET (Wildfire Available Safe Egress Time), determined by the evacuation trigger 
boundary, must be equal or greater than the WRSET (Wildfire Required Safe Egress Time), 
determined by the evacuation time of the community. The evacuation time of the area is 
considered a fixed value, determined by WUI-NITY.  
 
It is critical that this safety boundary be known. Ordering an evacuation when the fire is too 
close to an inhabited area is dangerous to human life. At the same time, ordering unnecessary 
evacuation before the fire becomes a plausible threat may make the population complacent and 
less likely to evacuate the next time such an order is issued.  
 
In its core, k-PERIL works by using rate of spread (ROS) data to calculate the time to arrival 
of the fire from every point in the domain/raster to a designated WUI point or area, inspired by 
the WUIVAC algorithm (Dennison et al., 2007). It creates a weighted network of nodes, where 
each node is connected to its 8 immediate neighbors, and the weight of each link is equal to the 
time taken for the fire to travel between the end nodes. Using this graph, a shortest path finding 
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algorithm can be used to find all the nodes whose weight is WRSET away from the WUI node, 
as shown in Figure 41.  
 

 
Figure 41. The safety boundary (blue) around an urban node is calculated by finding all the nodes a 

WASET time away. This time is calculated by the magnitude of the shortest path (orange arrows). 
Figure from (Mitchell, 2019). 

 
The first step in the process is to take in the ROS data, already calculated in the fire simulation 
part of WUINITY. The ROS data is usually given as a raster of vectors, one for each cell, but 
for the purpose of k-PERIL the data is more useful when broken down to rate of spread 
magnitudes for each of the eight cardinal directions (𝜃𝜃 = 𝜋𝜋𝑘𝑘

4
,𝑘𝑘 = [0,7]). This format is more 

useful as it can be used to directly calculate the time taken for the fire to travel from node to 
node.  
 
To convert from ROS to time taken by the flame to travel between two adjacent nodes, and thus 
weight of the network that is being constructed, one can convert using Equations 2, which can 
be interpreted by by Cova et. al. (2007) as calculating the mean distances of the ROS directions 
of the two adjacent cells (different if the adjacent cells join horizontally or diagonally).  
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+
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� (𝐸𝐸𝑞𝑞𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 2) 

 
Where 𝑙𝑙𝑐𝑐 is the represented length of the cell in meters. To calculate, for example, the time 
taken for the fire to move north of a cell, 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑘𝑘)1 would refer to the southwards rate of spread 
of the origin node, and 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑘𝑘)2 would refer to the southwards rate of spread of the north node. 
This fine point of using the ROS data in the opposite direction of the weight arises because the 
aim of k-PERIL is to create a distance network from the WUI nodes to the boundary, hence the 
ROS directions must be reversed to get the accurate times.  
 
For easier coding, it is preferrable to work with a 1D network index instead of 2D dimensions. 
It also makes it possible and less memory intensive to create a node network and make 
complicated calculations without requiring much index conversion. To convert the 2D raster 
into a 1D (indexed) network and back, the Equation 3 was used. 
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𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝐼𝐼 = 𝑌𝑌(𝐼𝐼 − 1) + 𝐼𝐼           (𝐼𝐼,𝑦𝑦) = �𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙 �
𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝐼𝐼
𝑌𝑌

� , 𝐼𝐼𝐸𝐸𝑑𝑑𝑒𝑒𝐼𝐼 % 𝑌𝑌� (𝐸𝐸𝑞𝑞𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 3) 

 
Where Y is the total raster dimension in the Y axis, and x is the x-dimension of the target cell. 
Ceil() refers to the ceiling function, whereby the number inside the parentheses is rounded up 
to the nearest integer. 
 
To keep track of the neighbours of each cell with the new index method, a standard scheme was 
devised and maintained throughout the code. The neighbours of each cell are saved in an array, 
with the first element being the northern neighbour of the target cell, the second element being 
the north-eastern element, and so on, saving the node locations in a clockwise manner. Note at 
this stage that all paths connected to boundary nodes (i.e., nodes at the boundary of the raster) 
are given an infinite weighting, mostly as a means of avoiding various errors that occur when 
trying to calculate the shortest distances. 
 
For implementation, k-PERIL was written in the C# Language, in the .NET Framework, so that 
it is fully integratable in the WUINITY source (Unity uses the C# language by default). This is 
to make future developments compatible with the Unity engine, where WUI-NITY is currently 
being developed. Currently implementation is done by passing a DLL file to the WUI-NITY 
project, which contains all the functions that are called in the project. This is because integrating 
the source code directly into the project presently makes it harder to develop and make changes 
to the k-PERIL part of the code without editing the wider project. Integrating k-PERIL as a 
DLL file requires that just one file be updated every time.  
 
PERIL was written in MATLAB, which meant it could not be used by an external program. 
The MATLAB integrated libraries and commands made PERIL highly efficient, meaning that 
any sort of direct translation of PERIL into C# would be greatly inefficient. This was attempted 
and the run-time for the simplest of cases was hours instead of seconds. As such, k-PERIL was 
developed with the target of having equal or faster run-times than PERIL without significantly 
affecting results accuracy. 
 
The k-PERIL algorithm has three parts: 

1. Network setup: The input data is used to create the weighted network of the raster; 
2. Pathfinding: The nodes inside the safety boundary are identified using a pathfinding 

algorithm; 
3. Data analysis: Further statistics and results are extrapolated from the data above. 

 
The setup process consists of a series of methods to gradually convert the input ROS data to the 
weighted network.  
First, all the needed matrices and values are read and saved in relevant values. The required 
input information for k-PERIL are as follows: 

• Cell size (m) 
• WRSET 
• WUI Area nodes 
• ROS magnitudes for each direction (m/min) 

After the inputs are obtained, the WUI boundary nodes are first obtained. To do this, each cell 
of the WUI area is compared to its four immediate neighbors (N-E-S-W). If all its neighbors 
are also in the WUI area, it is not a boundary node, and thus nothing happens. If it is a boundary 
node, it is added to a new list of WUI boundary nodes. Keeping just the boundary nodes of the 
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WUI area instead of the area itself removes redundant calculations when calculating times of 
arrival to the WUI area.  
 
Once the WUI boundary has been generated, it passes through two checks to ensure the 
specified WUI nodes are feasible, a general Out of Bounds (OBB) check and a fire OOB check. 
The general OOB check ensures that the WUI points are not outside the raster boundaries. The 
second check inspects whether any of the specified WUI boundary nodes are not affected by 
the simulated fire. If a WUI node is not affected by the fire, the algorithm calculates that it takes 
an infinite amount of time for the fire to reach it, and as such is deemed perfectly safe, even if 
the fire is one node away. If such a point is detected, it is replaced with the closest point that is 
affected by the fire.  
 
The first critical step is to create a new raster with the boundary nodes of the domain excluded. 
The boundary nodes are problematic for the simulation, as they do not have immediate 
neighbors and thus make calculations harder. One could either prepare special case statements 
to include them in the calculations, or neglect them in bulk, since in large domains their 
importance is negligible. At this point, each point in the raster is identified using its linearized 
index rather than its 2D coordinates. Another bookkeeping matrix needs to be created, to keep 
track of the neighbors of each linearized element. Once all the bookkeeping matrices have been 
generated, the last part of the network creation is to set the weights matrix. This method converts 
the Rate of Spread values to Time to Arrival using the equations shown above. This time to 
arrival is then used as a weighting for the network.  
 
At this stage, the problem has been converted to finding the shortest part of a given weight, 
starting from a target urban node. The network has been created, and now a pathfinding 
algorithm must be chosen to find all the paths.  
 
A pathfinding algorithm was developed for k-PERIL based on the BFS algorithm. BFS, or 
Breadth First Search, is a simple and lightweight algorithm that can employ a stop condition 
and requires very few computational resources. BFS starts from one Urban node and sets all 
other nodes as “unvisited”. It also keeps track of the “distance” (meaning the time weighting) 
from the urban node to each other node. This is initially set as infinite for all nodes (the distance 
from the urban node to the urban node is set as zero).  
 
First step of the algorithm is to calculate the distance of each of the neighbours of the urban 
node to the urban node and overwrite the existing (infinite) value. The new value is calculated 
using the previously generated weighted network. BFS performs the following series of steps 
for each neighbour: If the distance is greater than the evacuation time, do nothing (stop 
condition); If it is smaller than the WRSET and the currently set distance, add the node to a list 
of “safe” nodes, and add it to a list of up-next nodes.  
 
Once each node is processes, it is marked as “visited”. When all the eight initial neighbour 
nodes are checked, the process continues with the nodes in the up-next list. From there the 
process is followed as above. A schematic representation of this process can be found in Figure 
42.  
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Figure 42. Flowchart for the bespoke BFS algorithm. 

 
The iteration ends once the up-next list is empty, which would indicate that all the calculated 
weights are equal or slightly above the WASET.  This algorithm is incredibly fast even for 
higher WASET values, but at its core does not compute the absolute best shortest path to every 
node (as would, for example, a Dijkstra algorithm). This was a necessary sacrifice to enable k-
PERIL to run fast enough for the purposes of WUINITY.  
 
After the pathfinding algorithm is run, the resulting output consists of a matrix where each node 
is associated with the time taken to reach the examined WUI boundary node. These values are 
either the calculated time or infinity, because of the stopping condition implemented in the BFS, 
or the total time taken to reach any of the WUI nodes. To make this data more useful, a new 
matrix is created called SafetyMatrix. Each node in the matrix is either equal to 1, if the node 
was in the “safe” list, or 0 otherwise. The matrix uses delinearised values. 
 
SafetyMatrix is the standard output of the core k-PERIL script. It is called through the 
getUpdateBoundary method after every successful fire simulation and outputs one 
SafetyMatrix per simulation. In the case of multiple simulations, the core script is called 
multiple times, and each time a new SafetyMatrix is created. The SafetyMatrix can then be 
input in a method called getLineBoundary, to extrapolates the 2D coordinates of the safety 
boundary from the SafetyMatrix. A more interesting result arises once all the SafetyMatrix 
outputs are summed into one matrix. In this new matrix, called the EVAX matrix, each cell’s 
value describes how many times that cell appears inside the safety boundary. This information 
can be used to display which areas are especially critical to the propagation of the fire towards 
the WUI area, and as such which areas would benefit the most from forest fire preparation work. 
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getLineBoundary can be used again to obtain the compound safety boundary for the sum of all 
the fire simulations. 
 
To showcase the use of k-PERIL and compare its results with PERIL, a set of fire simulations 
was used to create their safety boundaries and test all the presented functionalities. The 
simulations are a set of four standard fire cases, commonly used in the verification and 
validation process of new fire modelling algorithms. The results are shown in Figure 43. Each 
time, a different WASET was selected to enhance the resolution of the results (the same 
WASET might create too big and at the same time too small boundaries for each case). 
 

 
Figure 43. PERIL and k-PERIL Verification for four standard fire simulation cases. Across the top are 

the isochrones of the fires, as given by FARSITE. On the second row there are the trigger buffers as 
output by PERIL, for urban nodes as specified by the house icons. On the bottom row there are the 

results of k-PERIL for the same simulations and urban nodes. k-PERIL results have the same general 
shapes as PERIL, though less smooth because of the different pathfinding algorithm. 

 
The above comparison shows that both PERIL and k-PERIL produce the same overall shapes 
and clearly capture the important aspects of the fire behaviour. PERIL produces smoother 
shapes, though there is a debate to be had as to which is more “accurate” in terms of their overall 
results.  
 
More importantly, each PERIL simulation took about 8 seconds to run in their native MATLAB 
environment, and hours to run in the translated version of PERIL in C#. k-PERIL ran each case 
for a total of 6 seconds (about 1 second when compile time is taken off). This is a clear and 
significant improvement and more than makes up for the discrepancy of the results.  
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Two new additions to k-PERIL, the Compound Boundary function and the EVAX index 
function, were also tested using the test cases above. A schematic of how they worked and the 
results they created can be seen in Figure 44. 
 

 
Figure 44. The four standard cases (plus the simple case of uniform fire) used to create five different 

trigger buffers for the same urban area. Those five buffers get combined in k-PERIL to output the 
EVAX matrix for that area; Planners should focus on the circled area (dense 5s – maximum danger) 
for future firefighting works. (-1 Denotes the WUI Nodes). K-PERIL also produces one overall safety 

boundary for that urban area. 
 
To test the OOB tests of k-PERIL, and its behaviour in a realistic simulation, the data from a 
solved simulation of the Roxborough fire case study was used, and multiple different WUI 
nodes were selected and tested. The results of this study can be seen in Figure 45; as expected, 
any nodes outside of the simulated fire are replaced with their closest. 
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Figure 45. The Roxborough Wildfire simulation (left) from (Ronchi et al., 2020) and various safety 

boundaries (right), testing the Out of Bounds capabilities of k-PERIL. 
 
This also presents an opportune area to compare PERIL and K-PERIL in creating safety 
boundaries for area B, as was done in the previous report (Ronchi et al., 2020). The results of 
this study can be found in Figure 46. The boundaries created by the two programs are 
comparable, and have the same general shape. k-PERIL has a rougher, finer shape than PERIL, 
which is as expected.  
 

 
Figure 46. Trigger Buffers for the Roxborough case (Mitchell et al., 2021), comparison between the 

PERIL and k-PERIL results. PERIL results taken from Ronchi E. et. Al. (2020). 
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In conclusion, k-PERIL is an evolution of the PERIL algorithm, successfully integrated in 
WUINITY. It uses fire simulation data to calculate the safety boundary of a WUI area for a 
single fire or for a set of possible fires. New data post-processing methods allow planners and 
decision makers to take informed decisions based on the possible progress of the fire and the 
vulnerability of the areas surrounding the WUI areas. In the future, k-PERIL will receive 
numerous improvements in its efficiency, memory requirements, and boundary formation. 
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7. Stakeholders feedback on WUI-NITY 
On 27 September 2021, the research team hosted a workshop to obtain user feedback on the 
WUI-NITY platform’s functionality, model outputs and user interface so that enhancements 
can be made to future versions of the tool. Invitees were experts familiar with fire, traffic, and/or 
evacuation modelling and human behaviour. 
 
The three-hour workshop consisted of three main segments. In the first segment, Amanda 
Kimball introduced the workshop and the WUI-NITY project, Enrico Ronchi gave a 
presentation on the WUI-NITY model, and Harry Mitchell presented on PERIL. Participants 
were then invited to provide their general feedback on these models and/or ask any questions.  
In the second segment of the workshop, a pre-recorded video demonstrating the use of the WUI-
NITY model (provided by Jonathan Wahlqvist) was shown. During the third segment, Erica 
Kuligowski facilitated participant feedback on a list of questions (included below) regarding 
WUI-NITY’s functionality, overarching framework, data requirements, and other topics.   
 

• What works and what does not work in your opinion in terms of:  
o WUI-NITY’s functionality/capabilities re: fire, pedestrian or traffic models 

separately, AND the combinations of these  
o its usability  

• Keeping in mind that this is a macro-model, what, if anything, are we missing in terms 
of features, capabilities, input categories, quantitative or qualitative outputs, etc.?  

• How might we improve input configuration and numerical/visual output?  
• Do you have any thoughts on the types of data required to run WUI-NITY? Any other 

datasets that might be more appropriate OR that you have found beneficial? [What about 
datasets that you are aware of for model verification and validation (V&V)?]  

• Are there aspects of the overall framework (WUI-NITY model) that you might change 
or improve? If so, what would those be?  

• What is required, in your opinion, to get us from a) our current state to b) use by 
decisions-makers during evacuation planning or operational response?  

• What other sub-models – fire, pedestrian or traffic should we consider incorporating? 
What other modelling layers should we consider incorporating?  

 
A total of 25 experts from 9 different countries were invited to attend the workshop. Due to the 
differences in time zones, 9 experts were able to attend the live session. For all others, the 
PowerPoint presentations and pre-recorded WUI-NITY demo delivered during the live 
workshop were sent via email, and experts were encouraged to provide their feedback on WUI-
NITY via a predesigned Google Form. Please see here for access to the WUI-NITY demo 
(https://youtu.be/JFnjkCambVc). 
 
Helpful feedback was provided by experts during the live workshop and via the Google Form. 
The feedback is discussed in this section, and where specific feedback prompts actions by the 
project team, these actions are assigned numbers to identify them as remedial actions for the 
future. 
 
Overall, the feedback on the WUI-NITY model was positive. Participants’ feedback conveyed 
that there is a real need for models like these, especially those that link fire, pedestrian and 
vehicle movement together to assist with evacuation planning and real-time decision-making 
during fires. There is a current lack in the tools available to quantify wildfire evacuation under 
the conditions faced, which in turn, contributes to a lack of activity in practice with few if any 
models operating in this area. 

https://youtu.be/JFnjkCambVc
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However, as with any model, WUI-NITY can always be improved. Participants questioned 
some of the assumptions of the model; e.g., the default setting including a 5% of population 
who will never leave (based on fire/hurricane data) and that the transport mode for evacuation 
is vehicles only. However, it was initially assumed that this was hard-wired, rather being a user-
accessible default. Although the default was still questioned, it was acknowledged that any such 
default would not be suitable for all scenarios and so would likely need to be assessed and 
modified in each case.  
 
Participants also suggested that the model and/or user’s guidance should clearly communicate 
to the users the assumptions made and defaults included within the model. This topic has also 
been discussed in terms of building evacuation models e.g., (Gwynne et al., 2015), and will be 
considered here as well.  
 

• Remedial action 1: More clearly identify user-accessible elements in the model. 
 

Questions were also posed regarding features in the WUI-NITY model; e.g.,  
• At what point in the fire/evacuation scenario is the response curve activated for the 

simulated population (e.g., is it the time from the evacuation order?). This was a 
complicated question as wildfire evacuations do not necessarily have a clear and 
uniform starting point, especially when considering populations across different 
evacuation zones.  

o Remedial action 2a: Clearly state assumptions made in the model within the 
documentation. 

• How is regular traffic loaded given the ambiguity over the starting time? How might be 
this be achieved dynamically? 

o Remedial action 2b: There is a background traffic variable, but the complexity 
of this representation will be examined. 

• Can lessons be learned from hurricanes; for instance, evacuate vs. stay behaviours? 
• Is there a way to classify/explore who stays and who evacuates; for instance, in terms 

of the procedure employed and the effectiveness of that procedure in achieving the 
appropriate response? 

o Remedial action 2c: This may require the output more clearly segmenting the 
results by those subject to different local procedures and the alignment of their 
response to them. 

 
• The concept of trigger points and their integration into the wider model is not clear. Can 

this be more clearly explained? 
o Remedial action 3: Work is continuing on the development of the PERIL model 

and its integration with WUINITY. The relationship between the two models 
needs to be more clearly documented along with the actions of the user. 

 
Participants identified features that are not currently included in the model; however, could be 
possible in future versions. For instance, 

• Using other modes for evacuation, rather than assuming that all households use personal 
vehicles; e.g., mass evacuation with buses and public transport options.  

• Increasing the mode choices beyond vehicles; i.e., incorporating a pedestrian model 
with added features to allow for pedestrian evacuation (on foot) or at least more realistic 
movement of pedestrians from their house to their vehicle 
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o Remedial action 4: Explore the short-term potential for including different road 
vehicles. As a longer-term goal, explore other modes of transport that do not 
affect the road network demand. 

• People needing to change goals once the fire is threatening them. 
o Remedial action 5: Examine the representation of conditional changes to route 

selection and their integrations within Origin-Destination matrices. 
• Providing different response curves in different (evacuation/notification) zones within 

the affected area   
o Remedial action 6: This is currently under development. 

• Simulating ingress and travel behaviour of the emergency/medical services within the 
affected area. 

o Remedial action 7: Activities of emergency responders will be addressed as part 
of a new upcoming research project. 

• The ability to define notification/evacuation zones where the evacuee 
behaviour/movement is different based on their zones and populations respond at 
different times based on evacuation warnings. Additionally, the added capability of 
explicitly simulating early evacuees and shadow evacuees, rather than implicitly 
representing their behaviours via background traffic, as is currently done. 

o Remedial action 8: Examine changes required to the GUI for the user to assign 
response curves to subregions, exploiting interaction with maps, etc. 

• Inclusion of hazard mapping, mapping of fuels and including the simulation of logistics. 
• Include temporary refuge areas as evacuee destinations in cases where people are unable 

to escape the affected area. 
o Remedial action 9: Explore the potential for including more conditional limits 

on refuges (beyond capacity). 
 
Finally, participants asked questions regarding other data we could use to develop and/or 
validate the WUI-NITY model; e.g.,   

• GPS data provided by third party vendors that can be analysed to track individual 
movements/trajectories within a particular area throughout the fire timeline.  

o Remedial action 10: A currently funded NIST project (Zhao, Xu, Lovreglio, et 
al., 2021) has been collecting GPS data to study evacuation trajectories during a 
2019 California fire. Additionally, GPS data will be collected as part of a follow 
up project, and these findings will lead to enhancements to and validation of the 
WUI-NITY model.  

 
Suggestions obtained from this workshop will be carefully considered for updates to the 
functionality, model outputs and user interface during the WUI-NITY 3 project (2022). The 
goal is that through workshops like these, the model provides the most value to its users and 
therefore increases the likelihood that it is adopted and has a greater impact on the field. Several 
initial remedial actions have been identified above, although all of the feedback will be 
examined going forward to identify short-term and long-term developments. 
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8. Conclusions 
This report presented the main updates performed on the WUI-NITY platform, an integrated 
tool aimed to represent human response, pedestrian and traffic movement and wildfire spread. 
The core of this work has been developing a verification and validation protocol for WUI fire 
evacuation models to be applied to WUI-NITY. This protocol is potentially useful for any WUI 
fire evacuation model developers, especially for those tools applying a similar approach to 
WUI-NITY (a macroscopic modelling approach). The potential uses of WUI-NITY along with 
other tools has been enhanced by a set of model developments aimed to further integrate the 
existing WUI-NITY modelling layers along with the implementation within WUI-NITY of new 
tools and features. This includes the integration of the trigger buffer tool k-PERIL and a set of 
new features, among which the key ones are a built-in real time wildfire model based on 
BEHAVE, and the possibility to read landscape files. 
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Appendix A – Reporting template 
 
Test XX. Name of the test 

Brief description of the test in accordance with the original text and table presented in this document. 

1. Does the model include a sub-model capable of representing the feature/behaviour included in the 
test? 

[ ] Yes, feature/behaviour explicitly represented 

[ ] Yes, feature/behaviour implicitly represented 

[ ] Partially 

[ ] No, this feature/behaviour cannot be represented 

If you answered “No”, the test report is completed here. If you answer “YES” or “Partially”, explain 
your previous answer and describe the sub-model(s) adopted in your model to represent this 
feature/behaviour: 

    

    

    

    

    

2. Geometry 

Describe how you represented geometry in your model (figures can be used to show this) 

    

    

    

    

    

3. Scenario configuration 

Describe how you represented the behaviours of people in your model (this should refer to both 
behaviour and any other factors that affect the performance of the agents) 

    

    

    

    

    

 

4. How have the behaviours been represented? 
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[ ] Explicitly: the model has a dedicated option to configure the relevant characteristics and 
response for this scenario 

[ ] Implicitly: the model does not include a dedicated option to configure all characteristics for 
this scenario, but it allows the representation of the variable(s) using other model features. If you 
have selected this option, describe how you implemented this feature(s) in your model. 

    

    

    

    

    

5. Has the model tester performed a blind or open calculation? 

[ ] Blind 

[ ] Open 

6. Did you run multiple simulations of the same scenario to produce the results? [YES/NO/NOT 
REQUIRED] 

If YES, how was the variation in results assessed? 

    

    

    

    

    

7. Did you repeat the test to study different configurations of this test? [YES/NO/NOT REQUIRED] 

If YES, explain which factors within the configuration were modified and how: 

    

    

    

    

    

Describe how you performed the user’s actions requested in the test description: 

    

    

    

    

    

8. Results 
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Present here the results in line with the expected results of the test. Results can be: 

— Times: present this result with an accuracy in the order of seconds and compare it with the 
expected result (difference should be presented in %). 

— Flows: present this result with an accuracy in the order of two digits in people/s·m or 
vehicles/hr*km and compare it with the expected result (difference should be presented in 
%). 

— Densities: present this result with an accuracy in the order of two digits in people/m2 or 
vehicle/km*lane and compare it with the expected result (difference should be presented 
in %). 

— Speeds: present this result with an accuracy in the order of two digits in m/s and compare it 
with the expected result (difference should be presented in %). 

— Relationship between time (s), flows (people/s·m or vehicles/hr*Km) and densities (people/m2 

or vehicle/km*lane): present the simulated relationship and compare it with the expected 
result (difference should be presented in a plot). 

— Evacuation time curve: Present this curve with people or vehicles in the x axis and time (in s) 
in the y axis). 

— Chosen routes/exit(s): present which route(s)/exit(s) has been chosen by people in the 
simulations and compare it with the expected result. 

— Graphic visualisation: present screenshot(s.) of the simulation results (e.g. travel paths, agent 
location over time, etc.). 

Present the results using the requested methods of analysis of results associated with the test. Along with 
the average results, the model testers should also present the range of results obtained (e.g. 95th 
percentile) in case of multiple simulations. 
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Appendix B – Verification test reports 
 

Test P.1. Pedestrian re-distribution 
 
1. Does the model include a sub-model capable of representing the feature/behaviour included in the 

test? 
[x] Yes, feature/behaviour explicitly represented 
 

2. Geometry 
A 1000x1000 m space with two intersecting roads forming a symmetric cross. There are four traffic 
nodes at each edge of the cross plus one at the intersection.  
 

3. Scenario configuration 
Population is inserted in the model (aiming at 1000 people which result in approximately that 
number). Population is evenly distributed across the whole area. Households are implicitly 
represented by implementing the population. The algorithm is run to check which road they have 
access to (if any) based on proximity. The population is re-distributed based on road access. 
 

4. How have the behaviours been represented? 
[x] Explicitly: the model has a dedicated option to configure the relevant characteristics and 
response for this scenario 
 

5. Has the model tester performed a blind or open calculation? 
[x] Open 
 

6. Did you run multiple simulations of the same scenario to produce the results? [YES/NO/NOT 
REQUIRED] 
NOT REQUIRED.  
 

7. Did you repeat the test to study different configurations of this test? [YES/NO/NOT REQUIRED] 
NO 
Describe how you performed the user’s actions requested in the test description: 
No sensitivity study has been performed 
The simulation time steps are 1 s. 
 

8. Results 
Results are graphical and can be evaluated through the GUI of WUI-NITY. On the left figure below 
there is the population uniformly distributed at the beginning of the simulation and on the right they 
are re-distributed along the two intersecting roads. 
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Test P.2. Max Vehicles per household 
 
1. Does the model include a sub-model capable of representing the feature/behaviour included in the 

test? 
[x] Yes, feature/behaviour explicitly represented 
 

2. Geometry 
A 1000x1000 m space. 
 

3. Scenario configuration 
Population is inserted in the model (aiming at 1000 people for 1 car per household and increasing 
the number of people linearly with the number of vehicles per household). Each household is 
assigned 1-5 vehicles. The algorithm is run to check that the number of vehicles is assigned to 
households as intended.  
 

4. How have the behaviours been represented? 
[x] Explicitly: the model has a dedicated option to configure the relevant characteristics and 
response for this scenario 
 

5. Has the model tester performed a blind or open calculation? 
[x] Open 
 

6. Did you run multiple simulations of the same scenario to produce the results? [YES/NO/NOT 
REQUIRED] 
NOT REQUIRED.  
 

7. Did you repeat the test to study different configurations of this test? [YES/NO/NOT REQUIRED] 
Yes, 1 to 5 vehicles per household. 
 
Describe how you performed the user’s actions requested in the test description: 
No sensitivity study has been performed 
The simulation time steps are 1 s. 
 

8. Results 
The number of people in the simulation corresponds to the number of people assigned to the vehicles.  
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Test P.3. Response curve 
 
1. Does the model include a sub-model capable of representing the feature/behaviour included in the 

test? 
[x] Yes, feature/behaviour explicitly represented 
 

2. Geometry 
A 1000x1000 m space in which people are assigned a given response time curve. 
 

3. Scenario configuration 
Three response curves are implemented in the model corresponding to three linear curves from 
either 0-200s, 0-500s and 0-1000s. Response time curves are represented by setting the values for 
a given cumulative distribution. 
 

4. How have the behaviours been represented? 
[x] Explicitly: the model has a dedicated option to configure the relevant characteristics and 
response for this scenario 
 

5. Has the model tester performed a blind or open calculation? 
[x] Open 
 

6. Did you run multiple simulations of the same scenario to produce the results? [YES/NO/NOT 
REQUIRED] 
Yes, three different response curves have been investigated. 
 

7. Did you repeat the test to study different configurations of this test? [YES/NO/NOT REQUIRED] 
Three different response curves have been studied 
 
Describe how you performed the user’s actions requested in the test description: 
The simulation time steps are 1 s. 
 
 

8. Results 
The generated response time curves correspond to the expected curves. 
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Test P.4. Pedestrian walking speed 
 
1. Does the model include a sub-model capable of representing the feature/behaviour included in the 

test? 
[x] No, this feature/behaviour cannot be represented 
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Test PT.1. Pedestrian distance to vehicle 
 
1. Does the model include a sub-model capable of representing the feature/behaviour included in the 

test? 
[x] Yes, feature/behaviour implicitly represented 
 

2. Geometry 
A 1000x1000 m space in which there are 10 100x100m cells. Pedestrians are randomly distributed 
along the 100x100m cells that have access to two intersecting roads in the space. 
 

3. Scenario configuration 
Pedestrians all have a fixed movement speed of 1 m/s and a response time equal to 0 aiming for 
approximately 1000 people. Pedestrians move from their starting location to the closest accessible 
road. A multiplier has been applied (three values equal to 1, 2 and 3) to the movement speed and 
time to arrive to the closest road access and travel distances have been measured. 
 

4. How have the behaviours been represented? 
[x] Implicitly: the model does not include a dedicated option to configure all characteristics for 
this scenario, but it allows the representation of the variable(s) using other model features. If you 
have selected this option, describe how you implemented this feature(s) in your model. 

 
5. Has the model tester performed a blind or open calculation? 

[x] Open 
 

6. Did you run multiple simulations of the same scenario to produce the results? [YES/NO/NOT 
REQUIRED] 
Given the number of people (1000) it is possible to already obtain statistics on time of arrival to the 
closest access and distribution of travel distances. 
 

7. Did you repeat the test to study different configurations of this test? [YES/NO/NOT REQUIRED] 
Yes, three different multipliers.  
 
Describe how you performed the user’s actions requested in the test description: 
No acceleration/deceleration is reported. 
The simulation time steps are 1 s. 
 

8. Results 
Average travel distance is 60 m. Doubling the distance modifier values corresponds to approximately 
double the distance (118 m and 178 m). Small differences are observed due to the random placement 
of the population. 
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Test T.1a. Uni-directional single vehicle flow 

1. Does the model include a sub-model capable of representing the feature/behaviour included in the 
test? 
[x] Yes, feature/behaviour explicitly represented 
 
The vehicle drives on a road segment that has an assigned road type to it, which has a given speed 
limit  (e.g., residential road 50 km/h, highway 120km/h). If possible, the vehicle is assumed driving 
at the highest  possible speed the road type allows. If there are more vehicles, the actual speed limit 
is reduced relative to the number of vehicles on the road using the Lighthill-Whitham-Richards 
model. 
 

2. Geometry 
 A road with a single carriageway and a single lane for a length of 1000 m. The road type corresponds 

to a  speed limit of 90 km/h. 
 
3. Scenario configuration 

If possible, the vehicle drives at the highest possible speed the road type allows. If there are more  
vehicles, the speed will get reduced in relation to the number of vehicles on the road. 
 

4. How have the behaviours been represented? 
[x] Explicitly: the model has a dedicated option to configure the relevant characteristics and 
response for this scenario. 

 
5. Has the model tester performed a blind or open calculation? 

[x] Open 
 

6. Did you run multiple simulations of the same scenario to produce the results? [YES/NO/NOT 
REQUIRED] NO 

 
7. Did you repeat the test to study different configurations of this test? [YES/NO/NOT REQUIRED] 

YES 
Changing the road type to correspond to a speed limit on the lower end as well as on the higher end. 
 
Describe how you performed the user’s actions requested in the test description: 
The grid size has default settings of 100 x 100 m and a set of both increased and reduced cell sizes. 
Vehicles have default settings with no acceleration or deceleration. 
The traffic model layer is the only one active during the testing. 
The simulation time steps are 1 s. 
 

8. Results 
 The simulated result for 30 km/h was 122 s and the expected result was 122 s, a difference of 0 %. 
 The simulated result for 50 km/h was 73 s and the expected result was 73 s, a difference of 0 %. 
 The simulated result for 70 km/h was 52 s and the expected result was 52 s, a difference of 0 % 

The simulated result for 90 km/h was 40 s and the expected result was 41 s, a difference of 2 %. = 
(41-40) / 41 

 The simulated result for 110 km/h was 33 s and the expected result was 33 s, a difference of 0 %. 
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Test T.1b. Uni-directional single vehicle flow 
1. Does the model include a sub-model capable of representing the feature/behaviour included in the 

test? 
[x] Yes, feature/behaviour explicitly represented 
The vehicle drives on a road segment that has an assigned road type to it, which has a given speed 
limit  (e.g., residential road 50 km/h, highway 120km/h). If possible, the vehicle is assumed driving 
at the highest  possible speed the road type allows. If there are more vehicles, the actual speed is 
reduced in relation to the number of vehicles on the road using the Lighthill-Whitham-Richards 
model. 
 

2. Geometry 
 A road with a single carriageway and a single lane for a length of 1000 m + 1000 m. The first part 

has a road type that corresponds to a speed limit of 50 km/h, and the second part a road type that 
corresponds to a speed limit of 90 km/h. 

 
3. Scenario configuration 

If possible, the vehicle drives at the highest possible speed the road type allows. If there are more  
vehicles, the speed will get reduced in relation to the number of vehicles on the road. 
 

4. How have the behaviours been represented? 
[x] Explicitly: the model has a dedicated option to configure the relevant characteristics and 
response for this scenario. 

 
5. Has the model tester performed a blind or open calculation? 

[x] Open 
 

6. Did you run multiple simulations of the same scenario to produce the results? [YES/NO/NOT 
REQUIRED] NO 

 
7. Did you repeat the test to study different configurations of this test? [YES/NO/NOT REQUIRED] 

NO 
 
Describe how you performed the user’s actions requested in the test description: 
The grid size has default settings of 100 x 100 m and a set of both increased and reduced cell sizes. 
 Vehicles have default settings with no acceleration or deceleration. 
 The traffic model layer is the only one active during the testing. 
 The simulation time steps are 1 s. 

 
8. Results 

The simulated result was 114 s and the expected result was 113 s, corresponding to a difference of 
1 %. = (114-113) / 113. 
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Test T.2. Background traffic 
 
1. Does the model include a sub-model capable of representing the feature/behaviour included in the 

test? 
[x] Yes, feature/behaviour implicitly represented 
The background traffic is represented using a vehicle density modifier which is implemented with 
a linear  uniform distribution, which can be specified during the evacuation. 

 
2. Geometry 
 A road with a single carriageway and a single lane for a length of 1000 m. The road type corresponds 

to a  speed limit of 90 km/h. 
 
3. Scenario configuration 
 A background traffic is implemented that reduces the flow capacity on the road by 50 %, forcing a 

single  evacuating vehicle to reduce its speed accordingly. 
 
4. How have the behaviours been represented? 

[x] Explicitly: the model has a dedicated option to configure the relevant characteristics and 
response for this scenario. 
 

5. Has the model tester performed a blind or open calculation? 
[x] Open 
 

6. Did you run multiple simulations of the same scenario to produce the results? [YES/NO/NOT 
REQUIRED] NO 

 
7. Did you repeat the test to study different configurations of this test? [YES/NO/NOT REQUIRED] 

NO 
Describe how you performed the user’s actions requested in the test description: 
The grid size has default settings of 100 x 100 m and a set of both increased and reduced cell sizes. 
 Vehicles have default settings with no acceleration or deceleration. 
 The traffic model layer is the only one active during the testing. 
 The simulation time steps are 1 s. 
 

8. Results 
 The simulated result was 81 s and the expected result was 80 s, a difference of 1 %. = (81-80) / 80. 
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Test T.3. Change in carriageway configuration 
 
1. Does the model include a sub-model capable of representing the feature/behaviour included in the 

test? 
[x] Yes, feature/behaviour explicitly represented 
The vehicle drives on a road segment that has an assigned road type to it, which has a given speed 
(e.g.,  residential road 50 km/h, highway 120km/h). If possible, the vehicle will drive at the highest 
possible  speed the road type allows. If there are more vehicles, the actual speed is reduced in 
relation to the  number of vehicles on the road using the Lighthill-Whitham-Richards model. 

 
2. Geometry 
 A road with a single carriageway for a total length of 1000 m + 1000 m with an unsignalized 

intersection. The initial 1000 m segment of the road has one lane per carriageway, while the 
following 1000 m segment has two lanes per carriage way. The associated speed limits in the two 
road segments change accordingly. The road type should correspond to a speed limit equal to 90 
km/h. Describe how you represented geometry in your model (figures can be used to show this) 

 
3. Scenario configuration 

One vehicle drives on the road segment with an assigned free flow speed corresponding to the speed 
limit.   If possible, the vehicle drives at the highest possible speed the road type allows. If there are 
more vehicles, the actual speed will get reduced in relation to the number of vehicles on the road. 
When the vehicle density reaches max capacity, the speed gets set to a limited speed which is 
calculated through modelling assumptions to be 1,071148 km/h, instead of a set speed limit of 1 
km/h. Describe how you represented the behaviours of people in your model (this should refer to 
both behaviour and any other factors that affect the performance of the agents) 
 

4. How have the behaviours been represented? 
[x] Explicitly: the model has a dedicated option to configure the relevant characteristics and 
response for this scenario. 

 
5. Has the model tester performed a blind or open calculation? 

[x] Open 
 

6. Did you run multiple simulations of the same scenario to produce the results? [YES/NO/NOT 
REQUIRED] NO 

 
7. Did you repeat the test to study different configurations of this test? [YES/NO/NOT REQUIRED] 

YES 
The test is repeated using 5 different vehicle density levels linear from 1 vehicles/km/lane to the 
vehicle density corresponding the vehicles being stopped considering the portion of the road with 
smaller capacity. The densities used were 1, 12, 25, 38 and 50 vehicles/km/lane. 
 
Describe how you performed the user’s actions requested in the test description: 
The grid size has default settings of 100 x 100 m and a set of both increased and reduced cell sizes. 
 Vehicles have default settings with no acceleration or deceleration. 
The traffic model layer is the only one active during the testing. 
 The simulation time steps are 1 s. 

 
8. Results 

The simulated result for each of the 5 vehicle density levels are D1 = 81 s, D2 = 96 s, D3 = 127 s, 
D4 = 214 s, D5 = 3423 s. 
The expected result for each of the 5 vehicle density levels are D1 = 81 s, D2 = 96 s, D3 = 127 s, 
D4 = 214 s, D5 = 3660 s. 
The difference between the simulated and expected result for each of the 5 vehicle density levels 
are D1 = 0 %, D2 = 0%, D3 = 0 %, D4 = 0%, D5 = (3660-3423)/3660 = 6 %.  
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Test T.4. Relationship between speed-density and flow-density 
1. Does the model include a sub-model capable of representing the feature/behaviour included in the 

test? 
[x] Yes, feature/behaviour explicitly represented 
The traffic flow is simulated through a speed-flow-density relationship. Speed v is calculated as the 
travel distance covered divided by time (considering a given time-step). Density d is intended as 
the number of vehicles in each unit road. Flow q is the number of vehicles per unit of time. The 
model adopted is the Lighthill-Whitham-Richards model (LWR model). 
 

2. Geometry 
 The geometry is road segment considering movement on a single carriageway with a single lane for 

a total of 3000 m divided in three zones of equal length with a road type corresponding to a speed 
limit of 70 km/h. 

 
3. Scenario configuration 
 Vehicles are uniformly distributed over the entire road segment with an initial free flow speed equal 

to the  speed limit. Placement of the last vehicle in zone 2 should be placed close to line A. Measure 
the time it takes from line A to line B and estimate the associated driving speed. Measure the average 
vehicle flows in line B from simulation start until the last vehicle in zone 2 arrives to line B. Vehicle 
densities in zone 2 are recorded when the last vehicle in zone 2 reaches the centre of zone 2. 

 
4. How have the behaviours been represented? 

[x] Explicitly: the model has a dedicated option to configure the relevant characteristics and 
response for this scenario. 

 
5. Has the model tester performed a blind or open calculation? 

[x] Open 
 

6. Did you run multiple simulations of the same scenario to produce the results? [YES/NO/NOT 
REQUIRED] NO 

 
7. Did you repeat the test to study different configurations of this test? [YES/NO/NOT REQUIRED] 

YES 
The test was repeated for each of the five vehicle density levels linear from 1 vehicle/km/lane to a 
vehicle density leading to stopped vehicles on the road segment. The densities used were 1, 19, 38, 
56, and 75 vehicles/km/lane. 
 
Describe how you performed the user’s actions requested in the test description: 
The grid size has default settings of 100 x 100 m and a set of both increased and reduced cell sizes. 
 Vehicles have default settings with no acceleration or deceleration. 
 Results are presented in relation to different time intervals adopted for the estimation of flow, 
people  densities and walking speeds. 
The traffic model layer is the only one active during the testing. 
The simulation time steps are 1 s. 

 
8. Results 

The expected flow vehicles/lane/hour for the different densities are at D1 = 69, D2 = 998, D3 = 
1331, D4 = 1035 and D5 = 75. Calculated as a group that evacuates the area at the same time. The 
number of vehicles is divided by the time it took to drive the distance multiplied with 3600. 
The expected speed km/h for the different densities are at D1 = 69, D2 = 53, D3 = 35, D4 = 18 and 
D5 = 1. Calculated as a group that evacuates the area at the same time. 
The simulated flow-density and speed density relationship are the theoretical curves that changes 
with increasing density, as shown in the next Figures.  
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Figure.  Flow-density comparison between expected and simulated results. 

 

 
Figure. Speed-density comparison between expected and simulated results. 
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Test T.5. Vehicle speed reduction in reduced visibility conditions 
1. Does the model include a sub-model capable of representing the feature/behaviour included in the 

test? 
[x] Yes, feature/behaviour explicitly represented 
The model uses a relationship between vehicle speed and visibility corresponding to optical density 
per m.  The relationship is taken from Wetterberg et al. on individual driving behaviour in wildfire 
smoke (Wetterberg et al., 2021). 
 

2. Geometry 
The geometry is a road on a single carriageway with a single lane for a total length of 1000 m. The 
road  type should correspond to a speed limit equal to 70 km/h. 

 
3. Scenario configuration 

The scenario is one vehicle driving from start to destination and adapting its speed in accordance 
with the  vehicle density levels as well as the visibility levels. 
 

4. How have the behaviours been represented? 
[x] Explicitly: the model has a dedicated option to configure the relevant characteristics and 
response for this scenario. 

 
5. Has the model tester performed a blind or open calculation? 

[x] Open 
 

6. Did you run multiple simulations of the same scenario to produce the results? [YES/NO/NOT 
REQUIRED] NO 

 
7. Did you repeat the test to study different configurations of this test? [YES/NO/NOT REQUIRED] 

YES 
 The test was repeated for each of the five vehicle density levels linear from 1 vehicle/km/lane to a 

vehicle density leading to stopped vehicles on the road segment. This together with five visibility 
levels linear from visibility corresponding to an optical density of 0 m-1 to 0,20 m-1 for each vehicle 
density level. The densities used were 1, 19, 38, 56, and 75 vehicles/km/lane.  

 
Describe how you performed the user’s actions requested in the test description: 
The grid size has default settings of 100 x 100 m and a set of both increased and reduced cell sizes. 
 Vehicles have default settings with no acceleration or deceleration. 
 The traffic model layer is the only one active during the testing. 
 The simulation time steps are 1 s. 
 

8. Results 

Density k 
(vehicles/km/lane) 

Input  
Calculation -C- 

or Simulation -S- 

Simulated versus calculated evacuation times (s)   
(% difference in parenthesis) 

𝑫𝑫𝑳𝑳 (m-1)   0.05 0.10 0.15 0.20 

1 
C 81 112 138 168 
S 80 

(1.2%) 
112 
(0%) 

137 
(0.7%) 

168 
(0%) 

19 
C 106 147 180 219 
S 105 

(0.9%) 
146 

(0.7%) 
179 

(0.6%) 
219 

(0%) 

38 
C 158 217 265 322 
S 157 

(0.6%) 
217 
(0%) 

265 
(0%) 

321 
(0.3%) 

56 C 295 400 483 577 
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S 294 
(0.3%) 

399 
(0.2%) 

482 
(0.2%) 

576 
(0.2%) 

75 
C 3600 3600 3600 3600 
S 3479 

(3.3%) 
3514 

(2.4%) 
3530 

(1.9%) 
3544 

(1.6%) 
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Test T.6. Flow at destination 
1. Does the model include a sub-model capable of representing the feature/behaviour included in the 

test? 
[x] Yes, feature/behaviour explicitly represented 
The flow at destination is a boundary condition set up in line with the Lighthill-Whitham-Richards 
model.  It creates an artificial density on the last stretch of the road to avoid non-realistic flows at 
the edge of the scenarios. 
 

2. Geometry 
The geometry is a road with a single carriageway and a single lane for a total length of 1000 m. The 
road type corresponds to a speed limit equal to 90 km/h. 

 
3. Scenario configuration 

Vehicles are added and distributed on the entire road segment with an initial free flow speed equal 
to the speed limit. 
 

4. How have the behaviours been represented? 
[x] Explicitly: the model has a dedicated option to configure the relevant characteristics and 
response for this scenario. 

 
5. Has the model tester performed a blind or open calculation? 

[x] Open 
 

6. Did you run multiple simulations of the same scenario to produce the results? [YES/NO/NOT 
REQUIRED] NO 

 
7. Did you repeat the test to study different configurations of this test? [YES/NO/NOT REQUIRED] 

YES 
The test was repeated for each of the five vehicle density levels linear from 1 vehicle/km/lane to a 
vehicle density leading to stopped vehicles on the road segment. 
The densities used were 1, 19, 38, 56, and 75 vehicles/km/lane. 
 
Describe how you performed the user’s actions requested in the test description: 
The grid size has default settings of 100 x 100 m and a set of both increased and reduced cell sizes. 
Defining the maximum flow capacity in relation to the underlying assumptions used during the 
development of the model. Document the assumptions adopted in the representation of the flows 
(emergent flow or user-defined). 
The traffic model layer is the only one active during the testing. 
The simulation time steps are 1 s. 
 

8. Results 
 The maximum flow threshold that cannot be exceeded is 3600 vehicles/hour/lane. 

The expected flow vehicles/lane/hour for the different densities are at D1 = 89, D2 = 1282, D3 = 
1706, D4 = 1319 and D5 = 75. Calculated as a group that evacuates the area at the same time. The 
number of vehicles is divided by the time it took to drive the distance multiplied with 3600 s. 

 The simulated maximum flow over the entire period is 3600 vehicles/hour/lane. 
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Test T.7. Group evacuation 
 
1. Does the model include a sub-model capable of representing the feature/behaviour included in the 

test? 
[x] No, this feature/behaviour cannot be represented 
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Test T.8. Lane changing/overtaking  
 
1. Does the model include a sub-model capable of representing the feature/behaviour included in the 

test? 
[x] No, this feature/behaviour cannot be represented 
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Test T.9. Acceleration/deceleration 
1. Does the model include a sub-model capable of representing the feature/behaviour included in the 

test? 
[x] No, this feature/behaviour cannot be represented 
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Test T.10. Road accident 
1. Does the model include a sub-model capable of representing the feature/behaviour included in the 

test? 
[x] Yes, feature/behaviour implicitly represented 
The model can include events that occurs during the simulation between the fire spread evolution 
and  evacuation interaction. 

 
2. Geometry 

The geometry is a road with a single carriageway and a single lane for a total length of 1000 m. The 
road type correspond to a speed limit equal to 90 km/h. 

 
3. Scenario configuration 

A vehicle drives with free flow speed to its destination. The event that triggers the road accident 
gets activated after a certain at which the traffic is stopped or slowed down for a period of time or 
until the vehicle reaches the destination. 
 

4. How have the behaviours been represented? 
[x] Explicitly: the model has a dedicated option to configure the relevant characteristics and 
response for this scenario. 

 
5. Has the model tester performed a blind or open calculation? 

[x] Open 
 

6. Did you run multiple simulations of the same scenario to produce the results? [YES/NO/NOT 
REQUIRED] NO 

 
7. Did you repeat the test to study different configurations of this test? [YES/NO/NOT REQUIRED] 

YES 
The stall speed is changed to 0 km/h and a stall timer is added to ensure the simulation stops if the 
vehicles have been evacuation for 3600 s. 
 
Describe how you performed the user’s actions requested in the test description: 
The grid size has default settings of 100 x 100 m and a set of both increased and reduced cell sizes. 
Vehicles have default settings with no acceleration or deceleration. 
The traffic model layer is the only one active during the testing. 
The simulation time steps are 1 s. 
 

8. Results 
 Sub-case with stall speed of 1 km/h: 
 The simulated result is 2724 s. 
 The expected result is 2722 s. 
 The difference of the results is negligible (2724-2722)/2722 = 0,07 % 
 Sub-case with stall speed of 0 km/h: 
 The simulated result is 2724 s. 
 The expected result is 2722 s. 
 The difference of the results is 0 %. 
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Test T.11. Intersection 
1. Does the model include a sub-model capable of representing the feature/behaviour included in the 

test? 
[x] Partially 
The sub-model tests the functionality of a merging flow at an intersection. 
 

2. Geometry 
 A geometry with a single carriageway and a single lane for a total length of 1000 m + 1000 m with 

an unsignalized intersection and an intersection road of reasonable length. The road type before and 
after the intersection should correspond to a speed limit equal of 90 km/h. 

 
3. Scenario configuration 

A vehicle drives with assigned free flow speed to the destination while traversing the intersection. 
 

4. How have the behaviours been represented? 
[x] Explicitly: the model has a dedicated option to configure the relevant characteristics and 
response for this scenario 

 
5. Has the model tester performed a blind or open calculation? 

[x] Open 
 

6. Did you run multiple simulations of the same scenario to produce the results? [YES/NO/NOT 
REQUIRED] NO 

 
7. Did you repeat the test to study different configurations of this test? [YES/NO/NOT REQUIRED] 

NO 
 
Describe how you performed the user’s actions requested in the test description: 
The grid size has default settings of 100 x 100 m and a set of both increased and reduced cell sizes. 
Vehicles have default settings with no acceleration or deceleration. 
The traffic model layer is the only one active during the testing. 
The simulation time steps are 1 s. 

 
8. Results 
 The simulated result is 81 s. 
 The expected result is 81 s. 
 There is no difference between the results. 
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Test T.12. Forced Destination 
1. Does the model include a sub-model capable of representing the feature/behaviour included in the 

test? 
[x] Yes, feature/behaviour explicitly represented 
Route choice is computed by adopting the open source route planning tool Itinero . The destinations 
of the vehicles within the traffic model are user-defined. Destination preferences can be set by the 
user, or by default, if there are several available destinations, the vehicles select the closest 
destination as an initial target. The user can also draw areas on the GUI for choosing destinations 
which override the default nearest option. 

 
2. Geometry 

A road with a single carriageway and a single lane with an intersection leading to two different 
destinations for a total length of either 1000 m, or 2000 m with a road type corresponding to a 
 Speed limit equal to 90 km/h. 
 

3. Scenario configuration 
One vehicle drives with assigned free flow speed. The vehicle is forced to drive to Destination B 
since it is further away than Destination A. 
 

4. How have the behaviours been represented? 
[x] Explicitly: the model has a dedicated option to configure the relevant characteristics and 
response for this scenario 

 
5. Has the model tester performed a blind or open calculation? 

[x] Open 
 

6. Did you run multiple simulations of the same scenario to produce the results? [YES/NO/NOT 
REQUIRED] NO 

 
7. Did you repeat the test to study different configurations of this test? [YES/NO/NOT REQUIRED] 

NO 
 
Describe how you performed the user’s actions requested in the test description: 
The grid size has default settings of 100 x 100 m and a set of both increased and reduced cell sizes. 
The traffic model layer is the only one active during the testing. 
The simulation time steps are 1 s. 

 
8. Results 
 The simulated result is 1 vehicle arrives at Destination B. 
 The expected result is 1 vehicle arrives at Destination B. 
 Both results have the vehicle arrive at the same destination. 
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Test T.13. Destination choice in traffic 
1. Does the model include a sub-model capable of representing the feature/behaviour included in the 

test? 
[x] Yes, feature/behaviour explicitly represented 
Route choice is computed by adopting the open source route planning tool Itinero. The destinations 
of the vehicles within the traffic model are user-defined. Destination preferences can be set by the 
user, or by default, if there are several available destinations, the vehicles select the closest 
destination as an initial target. The  user can also draw areas on the GUI for choosing destinations 
which override the default nearest option. 

 
2. Geometry 

 
A road with a single carriageway and a single lane with an intersection leading to two different 
destinations for a total length of either 1000 m, or 2000 m. The road leading to Destination A 
corresponds to a speed limit equal to 30 km/h. The road leading to Destination B corresponds to a 
speed limit equal to 120 km/h. 
 

3. Scenario configuration 
One vehicle with an assigned free flow speed corresponding to the road types drives toward either 
 Destination A or B depending on implemented route condition (e.g. fastest, closest, visibility, other  
 condition) and is by user pre-defined.  
 

4. How have the behaviours been represented? 
[x] Explicitly: the model has a dedicated option to configure the relevant characteristics and 
response for this scenario 

 
5. Has the model tester performed a blind or open calculation? 

[x] Open 
 

6. Did you run multiple simulations of the same scenario to produce the results? [YES/NO/NOT 
REQUIRED] NO 

 
7. Did you repeat the test to study different configurations of this test? [YES/NO/NOT REQUIRED] 

YES 
The destination choice is changed between the available options of closest destination or fastest 
destination, smoke on the route or any other condition. 
 
Describe how you performed the user’s actions requested in the test description: 
Vehicles have default settings with no acceleration or deceleration. 
The traffic model layer is the only one active during the testing. 
The simulation time steps are 1 s. 

 
8. Results 

The simulated result for both the shorter as well as slower route is 122s and the vehicle arrives at 
Destination A. 
The expected result for both the shorter as well as the slower route is 122 s and the vehicle arrives 
at Destination A. 

 There is no difference between the results. 
 
 The simulated result for the longer and faster route is 61 s and the vehicle arrives at Destination B. 
 The expected result for the longer and faster route is 61 s and the vehicle arrives at Destination B. 
 There is no difference between the results. 
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Test T.14. Route choice in traffic 
1. Does the model include a sub-model capable of representing the feature/behaviour included in the 

test? 
[x] Yes, feature/behaviour explicitly represented 
Route choice is computed by adopting the open source route planning tool Itinero. The destinations 
of the vehicles within the traffic model are user-defined. Destination preferences can be set by the 
user, or by default, if there are several available destinations, the vehicles select the closest 
destination as an initial target. The user can also draw areas on the GUI for choosing destinations 
which override the default nearest option. 
 

2. Geometry 
The geometry is a road with a single carriageway and a single lane from a starting point connecting 
two separate roads leading to the same destination for a total length of either 4000 m or 2000 m. 
The road type for the longer route should correspond to a speed limit equal to 120 km/h. The road 
type for the shorter route should correspond to a speed limit equal to 30 km/h. 

 
3. Scenario configuration 

One vehicle with an assigned free flow speed corresponding to the road types drives toward the  
Destination on the longer or shorter route depending on implemented route condition (e.g. fastest, 
closest, visibility, other condition) and is by user pre-defined. 
 

4. How have the behaviours been represented? 
[x] Explicitly: the model has a dedicated option to configure the relevant characteristics and 
response for this scenario. 

 
5. Has the model tester performed a blind or open calculation? 

[x] Open 
 

6. Did you run multiple simulations of the same scenario to produce the results? [YES/NO/NOT 
REQUIRED] NO 

 
7. Did you repeat the test to study different configurations of this test? [YES/NO/NOT REQUIRED] 

YES 
The destination choice is changed between the available options of closest destination or fastest 
destination, smoke on the route or any other condition. If YES, explain which factors within the 
configuration were modified and how: 
 
Describe how you performed the user’s actions requested in the test description: 
The traffic model layer is the only one active during the testing. 
The simulation time steps are 1 s. 

 
8. Results 
 The simulated result for the longer and faster route is 123 s. 
 The expected result for the longer faster route is 122 s. 
 The difference between the results is (123-122) / 122 = 0,8 % 
 
 The simulated result for the shorter and slower route is 245 s. 
 The expected result for the shorter and slower route in 243 s. 
 The difference between the results is (245-243) / 243 = 0,8 % 
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Test T.15. Vehicle demand vs arrival distribution 
1. Does the model include a sub-model capable of representing the feature/behaviour included in the 

test? 
[x] Yes, feature/behaviour implicitly represented 
The traffic model first reads information from the pedestrian model concerning the arrival of 
occupied vehicles over time into the traffic nodes. The simulated vehicles can be occupied by 1-5 
passengers and is defined in relation to the size of the households approaching each traffic node. 
Each household is assumed to evacuate using one car by default, but the user can configure a 
probability distribution of vehicles leaving the household if there is more than one person per 
household. 
 

2. Geometry 
 The geometry is a single carriageway with a single lane for a total length of 1000 m. The road type  

corresponds to a speed limit equal to 90 km/h. 
 
3. Scenario configuration 

The implemented number of vehicles drives with an assigned free flow speed corresponding to the 
speed limit until they reach their Destination. 
 

4. How have the behaviours been represented? 
[x] Explicitly: the model has a dedicated option to configure the relevant characteristics and 
response for this scenario 

 
5. Has the model tester performed a blind or open calculation? 

[x] Open 
 

6. Did you run multiple simulations of the same scenario to produce the results? [YES/NO/NOT 
REQUIRED] NO 

 
7. Did you repeat the test to study different configurations of this test? [YES/NO/NOT REQUIRED] 

YES 
Changing the number of vehicles implemented in the test to 2, 50 and 100. 
 
Describe how you performed the user’s actions requested in the test description: 
The grid size has default settings of 100 x 100 m and a set of both increased and reduced cell sizes. 
The traffic model layer is the only one active during the testing. 
The simulation time steps are 1 s. 
 

8. Results 
The number of implemented vehicles is 2: 
The simulated number of vehicles arriving at the Destination is 2. 
The expected number of vehicles arriving at the Destination is 2. 
There is no difference between the results. 
 
The number of implemented vehicles is 50: 
The simulated number of vehicles arriving at the Destination is 50. 
The expected number of vehicles arriving at the Destination is 50. 
There is no difference between the results. 
 
The number of implemented vehicles is 100: 
The simulated number of vehicles arriving at the Destination is 100. 
The expected number of vehicles arriving at the Destination is 100.  
There is no difference between the results. 
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Test WT.1. Route loss 
1. Does the model include a sub-model capable of representing the feature/behaviour included in the 

test? 
[x] No, this feature/behaviour cannot be represented 
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Test WT.2. Lane reversal 
1. Does the model include a sub-model capable of representing the feature/behaviour included in the 

test? 
[x] Yes, feature/behaviour explicitly represented 
The model can include events that occurs during the simulation between the fire spread evolution 
and evacuation interaction. The integration of traffic flow with fire spread is also implemented 
through a lane reversal option. The user can define an event which would correspond to a need for 
lane reversal. This input can be implemented based on road type (e.g., only larger roads generally 
use a lane reversal approach). When lane reversal is activated, the capacity of a given road will the 
automatically change based on various road features (e.g., number of lanes, length of road, etc.). 
 

2. Geometry 
 The geometry is a road with a single carriageway and a single lane for a total length of 1000 m. The 

road type correspond to a speed limit equal to 90 km/h. 
 
3. Scenario configuration 

One vehicle with an assigned free flow speed corresponding to the speed limit drives to the 
Destination. After a certain time, an event is triggered that activates the lane reversal function, 
opening another lane. 
 

4. How have the behaviours been represented? 
[x] Explicitly: the model has a dedicated option to configure the relevant characteristics and 
response for this scenario 

 
5. Has the model tester performed a blind or open calculation? 

[x] Open 
 

6. Did you run multiple simulations of the same scenario to produce the results? [YES/NO/NOT 
REQUIRED] NO 

 
7. Did you repeat the test to study different configurations of this test? [YES/NO/NOT REQUIRED] 

NO 
The test was repeated for each of the five vehicle density levels linear from 1 vehicle/km/lane to a 
vehicle density leading to stopped vehicles on the road segment. The densities used were 1, 19, 38, 
56, and 75 vehicles/km/lane. 
 
Describe how you performed the user’s actions requested in the test description: 
The grid size has default settings of 100 x 100 m and a set of both increased and reduced cell sizes. 
Vehicles have default settings with no acceleration or deceleration. 
The traffic model layer is the only one active during the testing. 
The simulation time steps are 1 s. 
 

8. Results 
 The simulated result for the different densities is  
 D1 = 40 s, D2 = 50 s, D3 = 63 s, D4 = 80 s, D5 = 108 s 
 The expected result for the different densities is 
 D1 = 40 s, D2 = 50 s, D3 = 63 s, D4 = 81 s, D5 = 108 s 

The difference between the results is for D1 = 0 %, D2 = 0 %, D3 = 0 %, D4 = (81-80)/81= 1 %, 
D5 = 0 %. 
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Test WT.3. Loss of exit or shelter 
1. Does the model include a sub-model capable of representing the feature/behaviour included in the 

test? 
[x] Yes, feature/behaviour explicitly represented 
Route choice is computed by adopting the open source route planning tool Itinero . The destinations 
of the vehicles within the traffic model are user-defined. Destination preferences can be set by the 
user, or by default, if there are several available destinations, the vehicles select the closest 
destination as an initial target. The user can also draw areas on the GUI for choosing destinations 
which override the default nearest option. The model can include events that occurs during the 
simulation between the fire spread evolution and evacuation interaction. 
 

2. Geometry 
 A road with a single carriageway and a single lane with an intersection leading to two different 

destinations for a total length of either 1000 m + 1000 m, or 1000 m + 2000 m with a road type 
corresponding to a speed limit equal to 90 km/h. 

 
3. Scenario configuration 

One vehicle with an assigned free flow speed corresponding to the speed limit driving to Destination 
A. After a certain time, an event is activated that closes the Destination A and forcing the vehicle 
to change course and take the longer route to Destination B. By default, the vehicle would have 
taken the shorter since it is both closer and faster. 
 

4. How have the behaviours been represented? 
[x] Explicitly: the model has a dedicated option to configure the relevant characteristics and 
response for this scenario. 

 
5. Has the model tester performed a blind or open calculation? 

[x] Open 
 

6. Did you run multiple simulations of the same scenario to produce the results? [YES/NO/NOT 
REQUIRED] NO 

 
7. Did you repeat the test to study different configurations of this test? [YES/NO/NOT REQUIRED] 

NO 
 
Describe how you performed the user’s actions requested in the test description: 
Describing the impact of the loss of exit/shelters on the vehicles that are closely approaching it. 
The traffic model layer is the only one active during the testing. 
The simulation time steps are 1 s. 
 

8. Results 
 The simulated result is the vehicle arriving at Destination B. 
 The expected result is the vehicle arriving at Destination B. 
 There is no difference between the results. 
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Test WT.4. Refuge capacity 
1. Does the model include a sub-model capable of representing the feature/behaviour included in the 

test? 
[x] Yes, feature/behaviour implicitly represented 
Route choice is computed by adopting the open source route planning tool Itinero. The destinations 
of the vehicles within the traffic model are user-defined. Destination preferences can be set by the 
user, or by default, if there are several available destinations, the vehicles select the closest 
destination as an initial target. The user can also draw areas on the GUI for choosing destinations 
which override the default nearest option. The sub-model includes the function that if a shelter 
reaches max capacity, the shelter becomes unavailable for additional vehicles that arrives at the 
shelter. 
 

2. Geometry 
 A road with a single carriageway and a single lane with an intersection leading to two different 

destinations for a total length of either 1000 m + 1000 m, or 1000 m + 2000 m with a road type 
corresponding to a speed limit equal to 90 km/h. 

 
3. Scenario configuration 

Two vehicles with an assigned free flow speed corresponding to the speed limit are driving along 
the road. The vehicles would by default drive towards Destination A since it is both a closer and 
faster route. Both Destination A and B are refuges with capacity as emergency shelters for one 
person.  
 

4. How have the behaviours been represented? 
[x] Explicitly: the model has a dedicated option to configure the relevant characteristics and 
response for this scenario 

 
5. Has the model tester performed a blind or open calculation? 

[x] Open 
 

6. Did you run multiple simulations of the same scenario to produce the results? [YES/NO/NOT 
REQUIRED] NO 

 
7. Did you repeat the test to study different configurations of this test? [YES/NO/NOT REQUIRED] 

NO 
 
Describe how you performed the user’s actions requested in the test description: 
The grid size has default settings of 100 x 100 m and a set of both increased and reduced cell sizes. 
The traffic model layer is the only one active during the testing. 
The simulation time steps are 1 s. 

 
8. Results 
 Simulated result: one vehicle arrives at Destination A and one vehicle arrives at Destination B. 
 Expected result: one vehicle arrives at Destination A and one vehicle arrives at Destination B. 
 There is no difference between the results. 
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